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P ersisten t in th e R ight; F earless in Opposing W rong.
COLLEO-BVILLE,

"V O IL T T IM IZ E 1 3 .

Departraent of Science.
E d it e d b y

M atter,

DR. J. HAMER;

Sb.

Force and C onsequent
M otion.

( contin ued from la st w e e k .)

Dr. Carpenter in reference to this
organism says : “ Another phenomenon
of a very remarkable nature, namely,
the conversion of the contents of an
ordinary vegetable cell into a free mov
ing mass of protoplasm that bears a
strong resemblance to the animal
Amaeba (xs), is affirmed by Dr. Hicks
to take place in the volvox, under cir
cumstances that leave no reasonable
ground of that doubt of its reality
which has been raised in regard to the
accounts of similar phenomena occur
ring elsewhere. The endocrome mass
of the ordinary cells increases to
nearly double its usual size ; but in
stead of undergoing duplicative subdi
vision so as to produce a ‘macro-gonidium’, * * * it loses its color
and its'regularity of form, and becomes
an irregular mass of colorless proto
plasm, containing a number of brown
or reddisb-brown granules (**), and
capable of- altering its form by pro
truding or retracting any portion of its
membraneous wall, exactly like a true
Amaeba. By this self-moving power,
each of these bodies, * * (of which
twenty may sometimes be counted
within a single volvox,) glides inde
pendently over the inner surface of the
sphere among its unchanged green
cells, bending itself round any one of
these with which it may come into con
tact, precisely after the manner of an
Amaeba. After the ‘amaeboid’ has be
gun to travel, it is always noticed that
for every such moving body in the vol
vox there is the empty space of a miss
ing cell, and this confirms the belief—
founded on observation of the grada
tional transition from the one condi
tion to the other, and on the difficulty
of supposing , that any. such bodies
could have entered the sphere parasitically from without, that, the amae
boid is really the product of the meta
morphosis of a mass of vegetable.pro
toplasm.”—Microscopic forms of vege
table life, vol. 1, p. 244. If the volvox
assimilates inorganic matter, which we
suppose that it does, as it is classified
by the best authorities as a vegetable,
this becomes an established fact that
an animal organism can be produced
from a vegetable parentage. When
we take this fact into consideration in
connection with the well known fact
that the higher the stage of evolution
and the greater the differentiation in
an animal and vegetable the greater the
contrast between the animal and plant,
and the lower they are in the scale of
being the nearer they approach, and
sometimes as wre have seen run ‘into
each other, the "evidence seems to be
strong, that organic evolution'of animal
aDd vegetable organisms had a com
mon or at least a similar origin and
passed through the same phases during
the earliest stages of development.
The vegetables of the present age wiih
few exceptions elaborate chlorophyll in
tlie highest degree of perfection, and
no animal organisms except a few of
the lowest forms among the Protozoa
possess any chlorophyll. There is not
much as yet known of the chemical
composition of chlorophyll, but there
is evidence that it is the highest stage
of an evolutionary process taking place
in the vegetable organism. To effect
this, “ the conditions are (a) exposure
to light, (h) a sufficiently high temper
ature, (c) a supply of iron.” There isevery reason to believe that etiolin is
the embryo condition, a lower stage in
the development of chlorophyll, and
that the elaboration of chlorophyll is
arrested at this stage if the supply of
energy fails. “ Normally green plants
plants which have been kept in the
dark or at too low a temperature are
said to be ‘etiolated,’ since they form
etioline.” We have evidence of the ar
rested evolution, of chlorophyll from
want of a supply of energy in the po
tato sprout forming where there is a
deficiency of light, and as long as it re
mains beneath the surface of the soil.
I t is not until after it has emerged
from beneath the surface and has a sup
ply of energy from the sun, especially
in the form of light and actinic force,
that the chemical combinations are ef
fected which complete the evolution of
chlorophyll.”
(CONTINUED NEXT WEEK.)

All INVESTOR'S ROMANCE.
My father was the master machinist
in the railroad shop at Summerville,
Our home was unpretentious, though
comfortable. My brother and I were
impressed with the idea that the height
of man’s ambition was attained when he
became a master mechanic.
Having been graduated from school
at 14, I was ambitious to enter the
Summerville Academy, where the higher
branches were taught and young men
were prepared for college. My father
could not afford it, as he had six mouths
to fill, and very capacious mouths they
were, to judge by the rapidity with
which they emptied the flour barrel. I
was quite a favorite with the principal
of the village school, and he recommend
ed me to Mr. Kemble, principal of the
academy, who wanted a boy around the
place to make himself generally useful,
for which he got tuition free. I was
soon installed as general utility at the
academy.
Charley Rawson and I formed the
primary Latin class, and we quickly
became fast friends. Charley and his
sister had been left orphans at a tender
age, and were adopted by a childless
uncle, whose wealth was to revert to
them. I envied his advantage in having
Judge Rawson to assist him when he
got stuck in his translations. Night
after night I plodded along unaided—
“ Romulus (Romulus) primus (first) docart (taught) Italos (the Italians) agri
cultural!] (agriculture).” And my
solicitous ma often threatened to ap
prentice me to an agriculturist if I
didn’t go to bed. But I managed to
keep pace with my chum.
My holidays I spent with Charley,
making raids on his uncle’s potato bin
after big tubers to roast on the river
bank, or in fishing, berrying or nutting.
In these latter excursions there was fre
quently a third party, my little friend’s
sister Jennie, a joyous tomboy of 15,
who could run a race or jump a fence
with either of us. After a year of my
academic experience, I was rapidly
coming to understand the breach that
divided us socially, and raved more or
less at a fate that had thrust me upon
the world without a silver spoon in my
mouth.
At the end of two years in the Acad
emy, I concluded it was time for me to
go to work. Before the close of the
summer vacation I applied to the fore
man of the machine shop for a situation
and surprised my father one day when
I informed him that I should be off to
the shop with him next morning. Well,
I put in five years at the trade, and at
21 had a good knowledge of it. Mean
while death had been reaping a harvest
in the old home, and it was now broken
up; T came to New Yor* cityj and se
cured a foremanship in Munzel’s shop, v
I now turned my attention to invent
ing an improvement on the system of
packing boxes on the axles of car
wheels. With tljat problem solved, I
knew that a cool $ 100,000 awaited me
from a syndicate of leading railroads of
the country. For five years I devoted
all my spare time to studying and ex
perimenting. If possible, I determined
to find a device that would supplant the
oil and cotton waste, and that would
overcome what engineers fear in the
“ hot box.”
ii .
While at the academy I had been a
welcome guest at Charley Rawson’s.
His uncle and aunt were indulgent, and
Jennie and he and I might turn the
house upside down for all they cared.
Constantly thrown into Jennie’s com
pany, the result was that I fell head over
ears in love, and after I had gone to
work I hung round the place evenings
like a spectre, in the hope of encounter
ing her. We were good friends, and with
my first week’s wages I bought her a
box of perfumery—three little bottles
of different flavors nestled in the blue
silk lining.
Some moths after I had left school
Charley informed me that his uncle had
decided to send him to Princeton, from
which institution, by the way, he was
graduated in time. He then entered the
law office of Pearson & Co., in Phila
delphia became a successful lawyer got
married and was recently selected county
judge at Summerville.
The week following Charley’s de
parture Jennie was bundled off to a
young ladies’ seminary near the Quaker
City, to get polished in French, music,,
and painting. Before her departure we
had a long interview on the river bank,
where we had so often romped and
played. Jennie promised that she would

write me a long letter every fortnight.
For a whole year she wrote regularly,
and as the time rolled by, her letters
seemed to grow in affectionate assur
ance. At the end of that time Jennie
came home to spend vacation. I cal
led on her, and was received with the
same artless, unaffected greeting of a
year before.
It is unnecessary to remark that Jen-,
nie had other admirers in her own set,
and some of them treated the young
fellow from the machine shop in a rather
disdainful manner. I was over sensative, I suppose, but I swallowed my
chagrin like a soldier. Jennie’s young
lady friends who had big brothers am
bitious to bask in her smiles, were not
slow to express their surprise at my
temerity.
The aunt became alarmed and comcluded it was about time to step in and
prevent a mesalliance. Instead of Jen
nie, the aristocratic old dame deceived
me iu the parlor one evening, and in a
mild but firm tone intimated that my
absence in the future from the Rawson
mansion would be highly appreciated.
I took the hint, but I met Jennie be
fore she returned to sohool. Between
her sobs she told me that both her uncle
and aunt had reminded her that she
was a young lady now; that she should
look among her own circle for young
gentlemen acquaintances, and, further,
that unless she cut all communication
with me they would cut her off with a
dollar. As a dutiful ward she had
promised to obey. We exchanged little
mementoes at parting and I returned to
the lathe.
One year ago I perfected my device,
which had been tested on several roads.
Competent critics pronounced it a suc
cess, and six months ago, in a compli
mentary letter signed by several rail_road presidents, I was informed that
I would find a certified check payable
to my order in the trust company’s
office, as they bad decided to adopt my
improvement.
h i.
In the past seven or eight years I
have met many charming and agreeable
girls, any one of whom would no doubt
have made an excellent wife; but the
shadowof the joyous, coquettish Jennie
always intervened and seemed to whis
per through the mist, “ Wait for me,
Tom.”
Having made a profitable investment
of my suddenly-acquired fortune I de
termined to visit Summerville. I put
up at the best hostelrj’, which was not
a very pretentious establishment. I
called on my old friends at the machine
shop and one of them, who always
knew about the movements of every
body in the village, I invited to come
to my hotel as I wanted to see him par
ticularly. After hearing all the gossip
about the folks we knew I ventured the
query whether he ever saw Miss Rawson.
I was delighted to hear that she was
still unmarried ; not surprised that she
was the belle of the Jtown; not very
sorry to hear that her uncle and aunt
were dead. He assured me also that
Jennie lived in the old mansion accom
panied by a couple of servants, and
that she devoted much of her time to
caring for the half-dozen poor families
of the place. Of course all the beaus
had consigned her to the shelf among
the old maids.
I had determined to see her, and now
I should discover whether memory of
me had aught to do with her celibacy,
I would not buy her love by telling her
of my good fortune, and if she accepted
me it must be as Tom Harrington, the
poor mechanic. The next evening found
me on the familiar doorstep. A strange
servant ushered me into the parlor and
took my card to Miss Rawson. I had
not long to wait when there swept into
the parlor my little Jennie, who had,
indeed, developed now into a peerless
woman.
I was embarrassed oply for a second,
for with both hands held out she greet
ed me in her old simple style. “ Why
Mr. Harrington, I ’m delighted to see
you.”
I could only seize her plump little
hands in mine and kiss them. After
some commonplace chat Jennie demure
ly remarked that she hardly expected
the honor of a visit from me.
I could only stammer out in an inco
herent sort of way : Miss Rawson,
since the da'y we parted you have never
been absent from my thoughts. But I
realized the gulf that separated us, and
tried hard to forget. It was no use;
the passion grew with years, and.the
longing to see you so possessed me of
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tone which he would use in speaking of upon the fiery fluid. “ Your lips are should adopt the Chinese mode of dress
and worship, at least for their New
an equal. The familiarity was kindly blue.’
“ Yes,” he said curtly. But I ’ll see Year festival. Being coerced into this
meant, but injudicious.
barbarity, the young lady locked herself
“ Who is that young cub Wagner’s this through.”
Mr. Berringer watched him closely in her room and refused to see any
making much of?” said Jake Crawford
“You
can’t do i t ! You are near faint one. She boldly denounced the China
to the man at the coal heap beside him.
ing.
How
long will it be now until it is gods as mere home made devils. Tin
“Dunno; one of his pets, I reckon.”
Loy is proud of his girl, and supplies
ready
?”
Jake was one of the most drunken
“ About-ten minutes,” gasped Ferris, her with an abundance of pocket
and vicious men in the works. He
money to satisfy her American pro
scanned Ogden’s gentlemanly bearing with a shudder of pain.
“ Is there nobody who can take your clivities.—Nevada Transcript.
and white hands with a scowl of con
tempt, which changed to a positive glare place ?”
“ I —I don’t know,” he said dully.
H ot W a te r for Plants.
when Mr. Wagner shook hands with
Then he dropped the lever, and stag
him saying-, “ Good-bye, my lad, and
gered forward. “ I—I cannot see!” he
It is a fortunate circumstance that a
good luck 1”
cried.
plant will endure a scalding heat that
From that time Jake set down the
“ Great heaven ! What is to be done?”
young fellow as his enemy, whom he
is fatal to most of its minute enemies.
cried Mr. Berringer.
was bound to overturn. Ogden pres
A quiet voice was heard from among Water heated to the boiling point, pour
ently noticed that this man shoved him
the startled men, “ I think I can take ed copiously over the stem of an en
unnecessarily when he passed him in
Mr. Ferris’s place, if you will trust me.” feebled peach tree, and allowed to stand
the tbroug, and swore at him under his
“ Ogden ! Yes ; try Ogden;” said Mr. about its collar, will often have the hap
breath, but,supposing him to be a drunkFerris, as he sank down.. Some of the piest restorative effects. Trees showing
en fellow, thought no more about it.
men carried him out. Richard Ogden
His indifference but enraged Crawford
every symptom of the yellows have
stepped up to his platform and put his
the more. Poor Richard, whom he met
hand-on the lever which the mill owner often been rendered luxuriantly green
on Sundays dressed like a gentleman,
and thrifty again by this simple means
held.
going with his wife to church, became
“ I ’ll try you young man. I t ’s all I
The heat is presumably too much for
in his eyes the embodiment of the
can do. Remember if you fail by an the fungus which had infested the vital
“ bloated aristocrats” whom he hated so
instant, it is a loss of several thousand layers of the tree, immediately under
heartily.
dollars to us.”
the outer bark. The London florists
“ I ’ll fix his lordship for life I” he said
“ I know sir, I ’ll do my duty as well recommend hot water, up to 145° Fab.,
every day, and watched his chance to
as I can,” said Ogden calmly ; but be as a remedy when plants are sickly,
do it. Ferris, on the contrary, as Mr.
breathed a hurried prayer to God for owing to the soil souring—the acid
Wagner had foreseen, was attracted to
for help.
absorbed by the roots acting as a poison.
the young man, and gave him work
The frightful roar of the blast drown The usual resort is to the troublesome"
near to him, frequently explaining the
ed all sounds, the curious workmen job of repotting. When this is not
process to him. Ogden’s previous knowl
gathered around, watching Richard’s necessary for any other reason, it is
edge of chemistry made him au intelli
eyes fixed on the flickering flames. It much simpler to pour hot water freely
gent hearer.
seemed to him as if the beating of the through the stirred soil. It will present
The “converter,” of which Mr. Ferris
blood kept time with the fire. Sudden ly come through tinged with brown.
had charge, is an enormous pot in which ly, distinct and sharp, he heard outside
After this thorough washing, if the
molten metal and carbon is subjected to
of the window near which he stood, plants are kept warm, new root points
the force of a terrific blast by which t,he
his boy’s name.
and new growth will soon follow. A
carbon is dissipated. At the instant
RIC H A R D O G D EN ’S D U TY.
“ Benny Ogden, he’s dying of croup, lady friend had a fine calla in a threethe right amount is left, the huge ves
where’s his father ?”
gallon pot, which showed signs of ill
Mr. Wagner was superintendent, of sel is overturned into a pit, where it
“ Great God!” He started wildly for health. On examination the outer por
the great Bessemer Steel works of flows into tubes prepared for it.
ward ; then grasped the lever again tion of the filling was found mouldy, it
Pennsylvania. .One morning, about ten
Ferris's duty was to watch the lurid with strained eyes and clenched teeth. being in large part fresh horse manure.
years ago, a young man came into his flames of the metal, and when, by the His duty. He had promised to do his
As repotting was inconvenient,' the
office wbome he recognized as Richard change in their tint, he saw the moment duty. The next instant, the flames as
plant being in flower, hot water was
Ogden, assistant book-keeper in a Phila had come, to press on a lever which, by if in pity for man changed its hue, and
freely used. I t killed the mould, and
delphia importing firm. Mr. Wagner hydraulic machinery, overturned the the lever sank. Out from the conver
the plant began to revive and was soon
shook hands with him heartily.
vast converter.
ter rolled the fiery flood.
Richard all right.— Vick's Monthly.
Every time this was done, steel to the sprang down from the platform, white
He had known Ogden since he was a
boy, and liked him thoroughly. He was amount of six thousand dollars was and trembling.
T h e Devil.
a keen-eyed, doggedly honest fellow made. If he missed the time, was a
“ Is it Benny you’re goin’ to ?” said
and, unlike most young men, always second too early or too late, the firm Dan McCarthy. “ I ’m just afther seein’
We refer to that necessary evil of a
hard at work. Mr. Wagner had been were losers to that amount..
the bye go past the mill wid his mother, newspaper office—the devil.
There
The men were not allowed to speak an’ its well and hearty he is. It wur
at his little house and seen the wife and
are
different
kinds
of
devils.
Some
to him as the moment approached. Jake Crawford as played that durty
baby.
are
devils
and
others
are
devils.
Some
“ Hello, Ogden 1 How came you here? Ogden always stood near, deafened by trick on yees, zur,” turning to Mr. Ber
the thunderous roar of the blast, but ringer ; “an’ it wur him as dosed the are good, some áre bad, some are in
In the busy season, too ?”
telligent, some are ignorant. Others
“I t is not busy for me, sir,” said Og watching Feriis’s pale, intent face.
coffee for Misther Ferris'.”
are clean, dirty, indifferent and what
After a few weeks Ogden learned to
den, gravely; “ I am discharged. The
Mr. Berringer was a man of few not. All we printers have been devils
firm, like all other Philadelphia firms, distinguish the subtle change in the words. “ Send for a policeman for
in our time. So have and are people
found it necessary to lessen expenses, flames which marked the critical moment Crawford. Young man, the firm owes
in other professions. If we live to be
and discharge one-fourth of their men.
He told Ferris so one day, jokingly you something, and we’ will pay it as
as old as the gentleman we know by
I was the youngest book-keeper and adding, “ lean take your place now, on
the name of Methuselah, we will never
best we can.”
had to go, of course.”
an emergency.”
They did pay it. This was four forget one devil we had the pleasure of
“ I hope I may not have to call on
“That is bad—bad.” ( It was in the
years ago. Mr. Ferris has been pro working for—we mean working for us.
you;”
said Ferris, laughily.
days when the h&rd times were hard
moted in the works and Richard Ogden He was the kindest boy in the world
Jake Crawford was behind the two
est.) What are you going to do Rich
holds his place at a high salary. In correcting mistakes—as he supposed.
men. His cunning eyes sparkling. He
ard ?”
one of the prettiest cottages in the vil He coulado less work than any boy
“ I can find nothing to do in Phila followed Ogden home in the dark, loit lage you may find Mary and Ben, who we ever saw—and ever hope to see.
delphia. There are twenty thousand ering about until he saw Richard’s wife is the big brother of two youngsters as The only thing he would do with the
men there looking for work. I came to run down the path to meet him.
fat and chubby as himself.— Youth's slightest degree of interest was to look
“ How is Ben ?” said Ogden eagerly.
ask you for it.”
through Webster to find big words and
“ Better. I think It is not croup, only Companion.
“ Me ? My dear boy, our book-keepers
then use them at the first opportunity.
an ordinary cold.” .
have been with us for years 1”
They were generally “ misfits,” and
A Chinese-A m erican Belle.
“Ben’s the baby! Aba!” muttered
Richard laughed. “ I did not come
horrible ones. The first time he bor
to oust them from their desks, Mr. Jake. “ I ’ve got it. I ’ll settle his lordIn Grass Valley the Chinese New rowed our knife so that he could hand
Wagner. I did not hope to get any ship, now,” thumping his fist on his leg
Year week was celebrated with lots of it back and say : “ I reciprocate your
work for my head. I must put my and chuckling drunkenly.
knife.” Another time he said, “ I al
Ogden’s watch began at 2 o’clock the fire crackers, bombs and festivities. Tin
hands to it now. Is there no place in
ways did prefer wearing bias, blues."
Loy,
the
boss
Chinaman
there,
had
next morning. Little Ben was coughing
the mill for me.
In mischief he was ingenious and pro
charge
of
the
celebration
and
rushed
“ Among the hands? You do not and. choking all night ; his father sat
lix. He could take more time to less
beside his crib until it was time to go, things in fine shape. Tin Loy talks
mean that, Ogden ?”
work than any ten boys we know of.
English
fairly
and
is
supposed
to
be
“Yes, I do,” coloring slightly. “ A and then set off with a heavy heart.
This type of a devil may be a rara
wealthy.
He
believes
in
newspapers
W hat’s the matter ?” said Ferris, pas
man is a man, no matter how he earns
m
v
í s , but we are inclined to think that
and gets himself noticed as a “goodyhis bread. I cannot afford to be idle sing him.
he
can be duplicated in a good many
“ The boy is threatened with the good Chinaman” occasionally. Those
a week. With the vvages you pay your
country
printing offices. But as a boy
who know him best, however, claim
puddlers or firemen, I can support Mary croup. I think I could not live, Ferris,
and
man
he was entirely a different be
and the boy in this village, where living if I should lose that child,” said Ogden that he is as intense in his Mongolian- ing. Mirth and mischievousness ran
ism as any Chinaman in China, and that
is so cheap, at least until times mend.” Crawford heard, nodded and laughed.
their race, and he settled down to busi
At nine o’clock that morning there his habits and ideas are strong proof
“Very well, my lad,” said Mr. Wagner
ness, and in time became a master pf
that a Chinaman never changes.
after a moment’s hesitation, “you are was a blow to be made. About eight
But his 14-year-old daughter Miss his trade. Later he took up reporting,
right. I ’ll find a place Tor you to-mor Ferris stepped aside to eat his breakfast
and is now one of the brightest lights
row. By the way, you used to have a which was placed in a tin pail on a bar Lily, is altogether of a different style. on a metropolitan daily. The country
good deal of knowledge of chemistry, rel. He had some cold eoffee, which he She was born in Grass Valley and printing office turns out more and bet
set in a cup to warm beside a furnace. proudly insists that she is a “ native
eh ?”
ter printers and reporters than the
“ Look to that Crawford will yon?” American” girl. In this she is sustain
“ Yes I thought of teaching it after I
country
gives it credit for doing. We
Jake assiduously bent over the cup. ed by the Supreme Court of the United
left college.”
have
received
offers from city papers
“Very good ; I ’ll put you near Mr. Out of his dirty pocket he took a white States, which declares that all of every ourselves.—Reynoldsville (Pa.) Paper.
Ferris. He can probably give you a paper containing, not poison, but a color, born in-the United States are
few hints which may be useful; a son nauseating medicine, slow and sure in native born citizens. Miss Lily has
You will come to our fair to-morrow
of Judge Ferris, you know. Educated action. This he hastily shook into the shown her Americanism in many ways.
evening,
Mr. Sampson, of course ?” she
She
dresses
like
American
girls,
talks
as a mining engineer; but he has gone coffee.
said,
with
a bewitching smile, “and you
English
only,
and
goes
to
the
public
Ferris made a wry face, but gulped
into the works, like any poor lad, to
must
bring
lots of money with you.”
school.
She
is
an
adept
scholar,
reads
work his way to a practical knowledge it down. He was hungry and cold. A
Mr.
Sampson
was so overcome by the
and
writes
well,
plays
nicely
on
the
of the business. He has charge of the little before nine, Mr. Berringer, the
smile
that
he
was
on his knees before
piano,
and
paints
handsomely.
Recent
converter,” he added, .with a tone of principal owner of the works came in
he
knew
it,
and
presently
everything
ly
her
father
took
her
to
China
and
and
stood
near
Ferris.
He
never
wear
respect, to which Ogden, never having
was
as
it
should
be.
endeavored
to
have
her
feet
“squeezed”
ied
of
listening
to
the
roar
of
the
blast,
heard of the converter, listened with in
“ George, dear,” the girl said, later
or of watching the great machinery in China fashion. The young lady fought
difference.
on,
and she said it thoughtfully, “ per
against
this
barbarity
and
triumphed.
motion,
and
the
rush
of
white
liquid
The next morning Ogden, in a work
She attended the Chinese school for a haps it will be well for you not to bring
ingman’s clothes, presented himself at metal from the caldron.
“ Are you ill, Ferris ?” he said, com while, and fairly “broke up” the teacher too much money to-morrow evening.
the office and Mr. Wagner himself took
We Ought both to practice economy
him’into the mill and gave him his work ing up to the young man, as he sat with her American independence.
now,
yon know.”—N. Y. Sun.
Tin Loy insisted that his daughter
introduced him to Mr. Ferris in the with hand upon the lever and his eyes

late that I could not resist the impulse
to come to Summerville. Only upon
my arrival here did I learn that you
were your own mistress ; that you were
still unwedded, and I hoped to learn
also that your hreart was still your own.
“ It is not my own, Mr. Harrington.
I lost it years ago, and so have refused
my tempting offer of marriage. It
is locked up in a littl.e box and I have
lost the key.”
“ Perhaps,” I hesitatingly suggested,
“ I might be able to open this mysterious
box.”
“ We shall see,” replied Jennie; and
leaving the room for a moment she
quickly returned with a package, which
she carefully unfolded, and presently
revealed the silk-lined perfumery box
that 1 had so proudly presented t > her
on the strength of my first week’s earn
ings.
“Jennie, are you willing to risk the
criticism of the village gossips, and ac
cept your old love of the machine shop?”
“J am, Tom, and will gladly share my
wealth with you.”
“ I have tested you, Jennie, and your
heart has the true ring. You have ac
cepted me without a dollar. But I have
not been idle all these years. I have a
comfortable-fortune equal to your own
to sbare with you,the result of laborious
study, aided possibly by a little genius.”
During the Christmas holidays there
occured a pretty wedding, with a limit
ed number of guests, and on a cross
street leading to Central Park Mr. Har
rington and wife may be found in a deligtful home on their return from Flor
ida where they are enjoying a protracted
honeymoon.—New York Sun.
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E. 8* M OSER, Editor and Proprietor.
T h u rsd ay , April 19, 1888.
I t was easily foreseen that Wharton
Barker desired more than be could
secure in Tuesday^ convention at Nor
ristown. Mr. Barker’s estimate of Mr.
Barkers influence may be slightly ex
aggerated, yet Mr. Barker’s influence
will be most heartily accepted before
the next election wheels around.
M a t t h e w A rn old , the English poet,
scholar and critic, died in London,
Sunday.
Some years ago Arnold
visited the United States and upon his
return home put in print some un
pleasant statements in regard to Amer
ican civilization. He appeared to hate
Americans and American methods, and
never seemed particularly in love with
anybody except himself.
T h e tariff debate was inaugurated in
earnest in Congress Tuesday. Mr. Mills
delivered a two hours’ speech in support
of his measure and Judge Kell}' con
sumed a like period in opposing it.
Other members of the House are to be
heard upon the issue and a formidable
bunch of speeches may be anticipated.
The friends of the Mills bill are deter
mined to secure its passage substantial
ly as reported, but in this they will fail.

I t has been decided that Reading’s
elevated road shall run to Twelfth and
Market street, Philadelphia, where an
immense station will be erected. The
stations at Ninth and Green streets
and Broad and Caliowhill are to be
dispensed with. The movement is meet
ing with much opposition on the part
of many citizens who have petitioned
the bead of the Reading Company to
make the terminus of the road on Arch
street instead of Market.
died in New York
Tuesday morning, after a brief illness
aged 60 years, and the country has lost
one of its most talented and distin
guished citizens. The cause of the ExSenator’s death was a brainal affection
caused by exposure to the terrible March
blizzard when Mr. Conkling was snow
bound for several hours in Union
Square. The deceased served in Con
gress for a number of years, first taking
his seat in 1859. He subsequently be
came the leader of the Republican party
in New York, and in 1867 was elected
to the United States Senate, where he
served until 1881, when he resigned on
account of the hostility of Blaine’s in
fluence in the Garfield administration.
As a politician he had few equals. He
was a man of wide and thorough cul
ture, a lover of literature and art, and
possessed the tastes of a scholar and
the manners of a gentleman.
R oscoe C o n k lin g

L a st year the United States export
ed to South America $30,734,497 worth
of merchandise, and imported $79,764,191 worth. We exported to Mexico
and Central America merchandise to
the amount of $11,249,936, and im
ported a trifle more than double the
amount, or $22,660,774.
In other
words we bought of our American
neighbors goods to the amount of $ 102,424,965, and sold in return $41,994,433 worth, leaving a balance of trade
against us of $60,530,532. If our
American neighbors had saved this
item of more than sixty millions for a
rainy day or if they had been unable
to obtain in this country the goods
they needed the showing would not be
so bad. Neither was the case, how
ever. Mexico and Central America
bought from Great Britain goods to the
amount of $7,688,900, .from France
$3,655,288 and from Germany $6,626,178, a total of $17,970,336, as against
$11,249,926 bought from the United
States. The South American countries
bought from Great Britain goods valued
at $75,407,656, from France $39,649,897 and from Germany $7,001,722, a
total of $122,495,545, as against $30,744,497 purchased in the United States.
We imported from our American neigh
bors last year two and a half times as
much as we exported and yet not less
than $65,000,000 of the purchases made
in these countries went for cheap cot
ton goods, which can be manufactured
here very cheaply.

W A S H IN G T O N L E T T E R .
From our regular correspondent.
W a sh in g to n , April 13, 1888—The
Lower branch of Congress has been
fast in the arms of the disgraceful
deadlock to which everything has given
way for the past nine days. The
House has done nothing in this time,
the House committees have done noth
ing, and all this do nothingness too, at
a cost to the tax payers of the country
of from $5,000 $7,000 a day.
And what is it all about ? The Direct
Tax bill to refund, from the National
Treasury, the direct tax levied on the
States and Territories in 1861, to raise

money for carrying on the war. In the
statute of 1861, 20 ,000,000 was the
sum fixed upon, only $17,359,685 of
which was ever collected. Albania,
Arkansas, Colorado Territory, Florida,
Georgia, Louisana, Mississippi, North
Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee,
Texas, Utah Territory, all avoided pay
ment in their corporate capacity, al
though, in some of the Southern States
then in rebellion, collections were made
here and there from the property of
individuals.
The theory upon which the proposal
to refund this tax is based, is that the
uncollected tax still stands on the
Treasury books as a debt, which must
in justice to all concerned, be collected
or else charged off by the repayment of
the money which was collected. The
Southern democrats who opposed
the passage of the bill, do so on the
ground that the levies were made on
individuals in the Southern States, and
they hold that the only fair course is
to find those individuals and give their
money back to them directly. They
oppose it also became the cotton tax,
which drew from the Southern States
about $70,000,000, and the constitution
ality of which is 8ti 11 boldly disputed
has never been repaid.
It was surprising that the deadlock
did not become insufferably monotonous
to members of the House. Half of the
time was spent in calling the roll on
motions to adjourn and to take a recess
and the other half was spent in absolute
idleness by the members present wait
ing for the Sergeant-at-Arms to bring
in as prisoners the Congressmen who
have been found absent without leaves.
These delinquents are presented at the
bar of the House, and as they formulate
their excuses for having been absent,
are subjected to a good deal of badin
age from their associates.
This was the subject of a little burst
of indignant oratory from Representa
tive Taylor, of Ohio, the man who suc
ceeded Gen. Garfield in Congress. ' He
protested against the manner in which
the House had treated the offense of
absenteeism, by making light of it, in
dulging in jokes and becoming frivol
ous when members were brought before
the bar on that charge. He said the
House had made itself notorious and
ridiculous iD the eyes of the country in
different ways, and it was due to the
dignity of the country that this matter
of absenteeism should be treated ser
iously. It was the duty of each Rep
resentative in Congress to be present
when that body was in session, and he
thought a fine should he imposed upon
the absent members which should be
increased until absolute expulsion should
become the remedy.
The most noteworthy feature of the
present deadlock was its relation to the
question of tariff legislation. As long
as filibustering continues, not a stroke
of work can be done on any other
measure than the one in question.
Strange to say the very men who in
volve the House in this dilemma are
among the strongest friends of tariff
reduction. Tb'e high protectionists are
chuckling over this. They' would be
delighted if the deadlock would con
tinue long enough to stave off the con
sideration of the Mills bill until after
the Presidential nomination conven
tions.
While the House is thus engaged the
Senate has been discussing the ques
tions of allowing aliens to own lands
in the Territories of the United States
and the admission of Dakota as one
State, or of dividing the Territories and
admitting the two halves as two States.
The democrats are ready to admit Da
kota as one State ; the republicans want
to make two of her.
One of the prospective possibilities
for the Chief Justiceship of the United
States is Judge Schoolfield, who has
been for fifteen years on the Supreme
bench of Illinois. Another who is men
tioned as being under favorable con
sideration by the President is Mr. Sam
uel Wilson, a lawyer and a democrat of
San Francisco.
•
■ ------------^
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T h e T ariff Discussion.
From America.

The tariff discussion is somewhat like
the time-horned fable of the dog in the
manger. When any one suggests tariff
revision he is branded by the Repub
lican press as a free-trader; but a clear
headed and far-seeing man, whether
Republican or Democrat, who does not
recognize that some reform is expedient
has yet to be found. The Republicans
are afraid to take active steps to solve
the riddle, but will not permit of the
other qarty’s doing wbat they dare not
themselves attempt. All tariff reform
ers are free-traders in the eyes of Re
publicans, but all but the more bigoted
even among Republicans, admit that
reform of some kind is advisable, not
to say necessary. While the men who
believe in absolute free trade do not as
yet form a very important or consider
able faction on either side, the Demo
cratic party especial will find the task
of promoting harmony in its own ranks
in this respect, a difficult one, on account
of the widely-divergent interests and
conflicting opinions of the members of
the party. All want reform, yet want
it in a way which will lower the bars to
their neighbor’s field while leaving their
own enclosures and preserves well pro
tected. The whole aspect of the situ
ation reminds one of a consultation of
learned physicians about the death-bed

ot some poor sufferer. Each one has a
•remedy to suggest, and feels perfectly
confident of his own ability to diagnose
the case, but all are decidedly unwilling
either to accept the judgement of any
of their colleagues, or to assume the
undivided responsibility of the case.
Meanwhile the unfortunate sufferer is
left alone to live or die as best he may,
perishing for the want of a little dis
interested common sense.
Cam eron not a Candidate.
CHRIS MAGEE SAYS IIE COULD HAVE PENN
SYLVANIA I f HE WANTED IT .

N e w Y o r k , April 13. —Chris Magee,
of Pittsburg, turned up at the Fifth
Avenue Hotel to-doy as lively as a
kitten.
“ Who is Pensylvania’s choice for
President?” he was asked.
“ The delegates to the Republican
Convention will go uninstructed,” he
replied.
“Is Cameron a candidate?”
“ He is not. If he were he could
have the State. The delegation would
give him a solid support. I think he
would make a very strong candidate,
as strong as any that the Republican
party couid name. He is perfectly safe
and a splendid business man. He is
capable, and if he were elected his ad
ministration, in my opinion, would be
prosperous. His strength lies in the
fact that the Republicans all ove'r the
country could unite upon him. If any
man could reconcile the Stalwart and
the Half-breed elements in New York
he could, and I believe could carry the
State. He is popular and strong in the
South and could cany Virginia.”

Interesting Paragraphs.
A Buffalo young lady the other day
described Joan of Arc as one of Noah’s
seven daughters. This may be called
mixed history.— New York World.
Fenderson. “Yes I have got an awful
cold, and the doctor says I mustn’t go
out. I t ’s plaguey provoking, don’t you
know, for I was engaged to attend a
donkey party to-night.”
Fogg. “ Were you?. But I wouldn’t
fret; they’ll get along, no doubt, by
cutting one out of paper.”— Boston
Transcript.
A COINCIDENCE.

Chickens have begun to mysteriously
disappear from Jacksonville, Fla. The
election there of a colored Police Jus
tice, Joseph E. Lee, and of a colored
City Marshal, John II. Sherman, may
not explain the mystery, but the coin
cidence is startling.— New York Star.
The burning question in the West is,
“ Whom did Cain marry?” This questio.n was put to a Georgia evangelist
and he promptly replied : “ Cain mar
ried his mother-in-law’s daughter.” How
simple and yet how tru e !— Atlanta
Conslitutson.
A novel and very successful method
of raising funds is practiced in a negro
Sunday school at Hay neville, Ala. The
scholars were told that if they couldn’t
bring a nickle they might bring an egg
or two instead. The next week that
Sunday school bore a striking resem
blance to an incubating establishment,
and the farmers for forty miles around
began to complain at the scarcity of
eggs.— New York Star.
A year ago the Legislature of Michi
gan passed a law authorizing a bounty
of one cent per head for every dead
sparrow, but the law has been inoper
ative because no fund was provided for
paying the bounty. The other day the
City Council of Detroit set $2,500 aside
for this purpose, because the sparrow
nuisance in that city has become intol
erable.

It Pays.
It pays to wear a smiling face
And laugh our troubles down,
For all our little trials wait
Our laughter or our frown.
Beneath the magic of a smile
Our doubts will fade away,
As melts the frost in early spring
Beneath the sunny ray.

G & ....... .........................................

Q c O L ' L B a s ’Ÿ l L L s Q

F U R N IT U R E
WARE-ROOMS.

The undersigned is now ready to
serve the public, and kindly invites
everybody, old and young, to call and
inspect the complete stock o f F U R N I
TU R E and H O USE F U R N ISH IN G
GOODS in stock. A recital o f the
varieties and grades o f goods and prices
would be tedious. “ Seeing is believing,”
It pays to give a helping baud
and
a visit to our Warerooms will give
To eager, earnest youth,
you
the
evidence required before mak
To note, with all their waywardness,
ing your purchases.
Their courage and their truth ;
To strive, with sympathy and love,
BED RO O M S U IT E S in Walnut,
Their eonfidepce to win ;
Ash, and Oak, and all the cheaper
I t pays to open wide the heart
grades. Bedsteads from $2.50-, up.
And “let the sunshine in.”
Anna E. Treat in Good Cheer.
P A R L L O R F U R N IT U R E ,all styles
and grades, including Phish and Hair
Cloth.
Mattresses, Pillows and Bolsters,
Window Shades and Fixtures.
It pays to make a worthy cause,
By helping it, our own ;
To give the current of our lives
A true and noble tone.
It pays to comfort heavy hearts,
Oppressed with dull despair,
And leave In sorrow-darkened lives,
One gleam of brightness there.

L E O P O L D ’S

New G o o d s !
Some of the' colors of our new dress goods are
goblin blue, steel blue, gendarme blue, navy
blue, laly blue, terracotta, mahogany, wood
brown, cinnamon, tan, steel, stone, slate, gray,
moss green, serpent, sage green, olive green,
Nile green, cardinal, garnet and many mixtures,
checks and stripes in such a happy combination
of shadings that it is impossible^to describe the
effect. Some of the new materials are Henri
etta finish, cashmere fine all wool, French, at 50
and 62% cents. Fine Henriettas in many shades
at 75 cents ; very fine Henriettas worth $1 25
for §1.00. Finest French Almas, imported, sold
by some bouses at $1.50, for $1.25. These are
the finest all wool colored dress goods sold in
Pottstown.
Serges 50 cents to 87% cents.
Fine and fashionable Cashmeres 95 cens to
$ 1. 00 .

Sebastapools, Bieges, Armures,Taffetas, Broad
Cloths, and a hundred other things difficult to
name. >
Tricots, fully 1 yard wide, at 75 oents, and a
regular 50 cent quality at 87% cents, and the
62% cent grade at 50 cents. Many new choice
shades.
New French Sateens, choice styles, same goods
as are retailed in the leading Phiia. stores at 37%
cents, we sell at 35 cents ; and a fine quality in
Choice patterns at 25 cents.
All the regular 15 cent satines 12% cents in
the newest French styles. v
We show the largest variety of Fine Black
Dress Goods in town. We keep the best make
of Black Cashmeres and Henriettas in the world,
bought direct Irom the large importers.
We can show yon the finest quality of All
Wool Henrietta ever imported. I t is over 1%
yards wide, counts 104 twills to the inch and is
but $1.75 per yard. Our $1.00 Black Henriettas
sell rapidly. Our new Black Silks are all war
ranted not to cut or break, from $1.00 up to $2.00.
Special bargains in Silks of many kinds, in
cluding Rhadames, Rha zameres, Surahs, Ar
mures, Faillies and Mervieliux.
We have a new line of Black Silks. 40 inch
lace flouncings for dresses, in Spanish Guipure
and Chantilli at $1.65, $2.00, $2.75, $3.00, $3.75,
and $4.00.
New Je t Trimmings at 50 cents to $6.00 per
yard.
New Gimp Trimmings in Worsted, S.lk and
Tinsel.
New Jersey Coats, New Corkscrew Coats, New
Wraps, New Coat Cloths, New Cassimeres, Cov
ered Buttons made to order.
The best sewing machine yet made is the
Standard. It has a rotary shuttle, it sews 1500
stitci.es while others sew 1000, and is much
quieter doing it. We guarantee to stitch 100
yards on the Standard in less time than any
other machine with the old style shuttle will
stitch 75 yards. Two Standards each running
a t the rate of 1500 stitches per minute, make
less noise than one old style machine making
but 750 stitches per minute. The Standard
shuttle revolves ou its own centre, and is wheel
shaped, other machines have shuttles which
must start and stop twice to make every stitch,
causing great friction noise and shaking. The
Standard Sewing Machiue is far ahead ot other
lock-stitch machines as the circular saw is ahead
of the gig saw. The Standard we truly believe
will be better at the end of ten years’; usage than
most other machines at the end of 5 years. Don’t
think of buying an old machine until you have
seen this greatest invention in the sewing ma
chine line.

H ow ard L eopold,

JQgF" Remember, everything in stock
fro m the minor to more important arti
cles o f Furniture and Housefurnishing
Goods. You can't go wrong, no matter
what you want, by giving us a call.
Picture and Looking Glass Frames
o f every description. Reframing Pic
tures, Glasses, de., one o f our specialties.
A long experience as a wood worker
enables us to know just what we buy and
and just what we sell. You will get just
ivhat you buy, and the fu ll worth of your
■money. All kinds o f Repairing and Uphol
stering done promptly at the Lowest Pos
sible Figures. Upon notice furniture
to be repaired will be taken to my work
shop and returned fre e o f charge, or
the repairs, i f desired, will be made at
the residence o f the customer.

O N L Y £L W O R D
----- WITH YOU YOUNG-----

Roller Mills !

The Wyandotte is a beautiful and prolific fowl,
and has demanded my attention for the period
of one year, during which time I have had a
most excellent opportunity for learning a vast
deal concerning poultry raising. I always found
the work pleasant and profitable, and now after
one year’s experience I am fully convinced that
there is money in it, as the following report from
April 1, 1867, to Apiil 1, 1888, will show :
I commenced my enterprise with 25 chickens.
28 Wyandotte bens and 2 cocks at $1,
$25 00
Amount expended—whole corn,
24 00
“
—c. corn and w. bran,
14 11
“
—whole wheat,
21 96
“
—advertising,
2 68
Total cost of chickens for 1 year,
$88 04
At the close of the year I am prepared to
make the following report. On hand at present :
75 Wyandotte hens and 10 cocks, at $1, $ 85 00
Wyandotte chickens sold,
34 40
“
eggs
“
99 31
Amount realized,
Less cost,

$218 71
88 04

Total gain for t year,
$130 67
The amount of eggs received from the layers
from April 1,1887, to April 1, 1888, was 5607 ;
who can beat it ?
I especially invite all interested in poultry
raising to call and see my stock. Eggs for
hatching at $1 for 18, or $1.50 for 26.
NorritonvilU, Pa.
D a n i e l U. C a s s e l .

JA M ES

FULL STOCK OF ALL KINDS OF

N orritoiiville, Montg. Co., Pa.

THE SNAG - PROOF BOOT ! X

^FREED’S CELEBRATED BOOTS AND SHOES!

M g;

Every pair warranted to give entire satisfaction. An elegant assortment of

L ad ies7 and C hildren’s F in e S h o es.
2k decided bargain in B ed B la n k ets :
All-wool Blankets for $4.00 ; a heavy Colored 1% Blanket, only $2.GO. HORSE- BLANKETS from
80c. up. Latest styles of Men’s and B<; ys’ STIFF HATS. You should see our Men’s FUR CAPS,
only $1.50 ; they are beautiful. Ladies’ Gossamers, only 75c. Ladies’ Knit Hoods, direct from
factory, only 75c. Sellersville Knit Jacket for Men, $2.50 to $3.50.

Groceries are a ll Choice and W ell S elected !
Fine flavor all-sugar Syrup, 50c. gallon ; New Orleans Molasses, 70c. gallon ; full cream Cheese,
16c. per pound ; Rolled Avena or Oats, 5-pounds for 25c. ; splendid Rio Coffee, 25c. per pound.
Elegant Cbinaware and Glassware given away with Best Mixed'Tea, 15c. quarter pound. Beautiful
Glassware actually worth price oi Baking Powder goes with one pound, 60c. Valencia Raisins, 10c.
Seedless Raisins, Citron and Currants.
Sole agent for John Lucas’ and Felton Run and Libby’s ready mixed PAINTS. Quality guaranteed.
Full line of Hardware, Drugs, Glass, Oils, Varnishes, Cement, Plaster Paris, and in fact everything
that is kept in a first-class country store.

AtW. P. Fenton’s, Collegeville.
COLLEGEVILLE DRUG STORE, g
U L B E R T ’S
LINIMENT, for Sprains, Burns, Frosted Feet, &c

CAMPHOR CREAM, a sure remedy for Chapped Hands and Face, and Pains on
Chest resulting from Colds.

A P E R !

Having laid in a good stock of General Housefurnishing Goods, we can show you a

All onr new Spring Styles
are now in stock.

Nics - Line - of - Furniture
Such as W alnut, Ash and Painted Suits, Parlor
Suit8,Lounges, cheap ; Waluut, Ash and
Painted Sideboards ; Common and Piece
Top Mirrors ; Walnut and Ash Extension Ta
bles, Cane and Wood-seat Chairs, cheaper than
ever ; Bureaus, Centre Tables, Rockers, Cot
ton and Woven Wire Mattresses, with latest
improvements.

JUST RECEIVED A NEW LOT OF

All NEW GOODS in a NEW
STORE.
All Old Goods Closed Out
at Auction.
ELEGANT WHITE BACK PAPERS, o, 9. 10, 12c. per Piece.
ELEGANT GOLD PAPERS,
15c., 30c. per Piece. ELEGANT GOLD EMBOSSED PAPERS, 35c., $1.00 per Piece.
FELTS AND INGRAINS, 20c., 60c. per Piece.

LINCRUSTA

DRY GOODS
Such as Sheetings, Muslins, Table Linens,
Blankets, Cassimeres, 'lowelings, <&c.
Also constantly on hand a nice line of

Choice Groceries, Hats, Caps,
Carpets, Paints, Oils, Varnishes, Clocks, Hard
ware, &c.
Thanking our many patrons for past favors
and soliciting your future orders, I remain re
spectfully yours,

IS A A C K U LF,
9feb

“

GRATER’S FORD, PA.
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C A R P E T S )
C A R P E T S :
C A R P E T S 1

A full supply of Coal of all sizes constantly on
Schuylkill Region.
- ----- ALL GRADES OF -----

Flour ¡*e Feed

Clover and Timothy Seed,
Seed Corn, Seed Oats, Llme, &c.
U3F“Agent for Williams and Clark’s Phosphates.
YARD AND WAREHOUSE :

Cash will he invariably expected when flour,
feed, &c., Is delivered.

Oaks Station.
Favor us with your orders.

S291J

Perk. R. R.

* FRANK R E E S.

EVER
O FFERED
N O RRISTO W N ,

IN

The undersigned calls especial attention to his large and select assortment of Carpets, &c.,
from all the leading makers in the country, consistiug of

V E L V E T S , B R U SSE L S, T A P E S T R IE S , 3 - P L Y S , D AM ASK S,
E X -SU P E R S, SU PERS. G. G. SU PERS, UNIONS,
C O T T A G E , C O TTO NS, RAG , &c., k e f

R ugs, R ugs, R ugs.

2krt S q u ares, A r t S qu ares !

DRUGGETS, DRUGGETS ! MATTINGS, LINOLEUMS, OIL CLOTHS, SHADES,
AND SHADING !

CURTAIN POLES AND CURTAINS, &c., &c.
Carpets made and put down in the country at the same prices as in the town, by an Experi
enced Upholsterer, who thoroughly understands his business. We ask you to examine our facilities.
We are sure

W e can Prove Yon can Save Money !
BY BUYING YOUR CARPETS, &C., AT

I , H . B R E N D L I N G E R ’S
Nos. 76, 78, 80 & 82

PROMPTLY DELIVERED AT THE
LOWE8T PRICES.

Highest Cash Prices paid for the various grains.

THE LARGEST LIEE

At Prices Lower than Ever !

CO AL.

.Cracked Corn, Middlings, Screenings, Bran,
Cotton Seed Meal, Barley Sprouts, and
everything usually kept in a flour
and feed store. ____ _ Also

JAMES L PAIST, CollepvUle, Pa.

WALTON !

Samples and Estimates Sent Free. Experienced Workmen sent to all parts of the City and
Country. All Goods Warranted Free from Asenlc, Perfect and Full Length.

Latest Styles and Patterns, at Remarkably
Low Figures.

F O R T Y POUNDS OF F L 0 U R
Exchanged fo r a Bushel o f
Good Wheat.

Wheat Wanted at all Times

I

Which is far superior to regular gum boots. This boot is made with a centre of cotton duck with
coatings of rubber, so incorporated into the fibre of the duck, by heavy machinery, as to make
a water proof material that stands the severest test of wear, and renders it next to impossible
for them to crack, or to be eut or torn from contact with rough or sharp surfaces. Also a
large stock of

, EAST - MAIN - STREET,

MILL FEED ALWAYS DN HAND. Corn, Oats, Chop Con, Cob Meal,

m o FA R M ER S A ND PO U LTRY RAiSEKK.
1 TH O RO U G H BRED W YANDOTTE EGGS.

Single settings of 13 eggs, $1.00,
or more settings, special rales.
F o r sale by
D. U. CASSEL,

w

A R R IV E D

JOSEPH -W- GIJLBERT.

a-jR,.A.IDIE

ROLLER ! FLOUR !

GOTWALS,

VANDERSLICE’S SPAVIN CURE, an Effectual Remedy.
8ACHLO, for Removing Greese, Paint, &c., from clothing.
Old Fashioned Palm Soap for Chapped and Rough Hands, making them smooth and soft. Abso
lutely Pure Black Pepper and other Spices. Prime Sweet Marjoram. Best Head-light Oil) 150°
fire test.

— sAT—

hand, from the best mines in the

H IG H

¿T C JS T

NEW GOODS

L . P A IS T , Proprietor.

(SUCCESSOR TO E. PAIST.)

G.

PROVIDEUTOE SGiTT-AZRE STORE.

WORM SYRUP, Pleasant, Safe and Eflectual.

C O A L,

A REPO RT FOR POULTRY RA ISERS TO CONSIDER.

JOSEPH

COUGH SYRUP for Colds, Croup, Coughs, &c.

— COLLEGEVILLE—

T H E W YANDOTTE.

Great Variety of Staple and Fancy Dry Goods I
Shoes to suit everybody. Hats to please gentlemen, and boys, too. The best GROCERIES.
Queensware must be seen to be appreciated. A full line of the best English ware direct from
England. 98 Pieces1—fine selection of new shapes—for $9.95.
If you want a pump you can get it manufactured by the Goshen Pump Co., Indiana.
You will find a General Stock of Merchandise usually kept in a Country Store, and prices will
compete with town or county stores. Come see us and be convinced. Very respectfully yours,

As well as to Old Housekeepers desir
ing to Replenish with

Tie Seal Estate Title tarance Crockery aid Q m a re , Lamps, k

Captain Andrews, who crossed the T R U S T - C O M P A N Y
Atlantic in the little Nautilus in 1978
OP PHILADELPHIA.
is now making preparations for another
voyage to be undertaken in June. His
new boat wifi be 14 feet 9 inches long,
Capital, $ 500 ,0 0 0 , F u ll Paid.
with one mast, a lateen sail and an iron
keel, so arranged that in case of cap
Insures Titles to Real Estate and Mortgages,
sizing it can be immediately released acts
in all Fiduciary Capacities—Executor,
from-the bottom of the little craft, pre Guardian, Assignee, &c., and becomes security
cluding all possibility of sinking. The for persons acting as such.
place of starting has not yet been de C. T ‘3TS03ST K R A T Z ,
cided on, but the time will be June 18.
R E S ID E N T A T T O R N E Y ,
A new idea of the captain’s is to have
the sails of tan color so as not to attract 311 Swede Street,
Norristown, Pa.
whales and large fish, which are the
most dangerous object to be encounter
ed in a Voyage ot this description. The
boat will be^ named The Dark Secret.

ST O R E A T PR O V ID E N C E SQUARE ?
If you want a SUIT of CLOTHING, of any style, size and price, you can select from a large
assortment, and I can show you as fine and varied stock of samples as you ever saw from one of the
largest Cloth Houses In New York. Satisfaction guaranteed. And what more can you ask ?

H OUSEKEEPERS!

POTTSTOWN, PA.

------- AND-------

I ask the readers of this valuable paper this simple question : Is it not common sense to pat
ronize Home Trade 1 1 Everybody says Yes !
Then why go to the larger towns and cities and pay even more for goods than you pay when
you buy at my

W. H. Blanchford.

229 HIGH STREET,
27oc

.A. S I M P L E Q T J E S T I O I S r

N O R R IS T O W N , P A .

AGENTS W ANTED

tm s m r a n r itim

Dunning’s Farm Ledger and
Historical Accountant,
800 pages, 9x13, weighs
lbs; 220 pages
ruled to suit 32 different accounts an a re
cords. - One hour’s time- each month will keep
them in order. Complete Law Guide for farmers,
with all n e c s s a ry Legal Forms, History of Grains,
Uuequaled Medical Department, Things W orth
Knowing, Postal Law Statistics, and Scrap Book.
Splendid Map of the State in which th e book is
sold. Also united States Map. Complete Refer
ence and Financial H is to ry of each year’s business,
No previous experience needed. The book sells it
self. Price $3.00. Ruled to last 12 years. Liberal
commission and special territory given. Send for
circulars. Lady agents wanted; also farm ers’ boys
and girls. INDUSTRIAL PUBLISHING CO.,
31 State St., Detroit, M ich.

; 22mar

rjiHE SPRING SESSION OP

f ashiiita Hall Colletiata M tite
Began on MONDAY. MARCH 12th, and will
eoutiuue until the 15th of June. Pupils may
enter at any time during the session, and will be
charged from date of entrance. For circulars,
address the principal,
D. L. IiAMBO, A. M., Trappe, Pa.

RANTED !
Money to invest in first mortgages on real
e ta te , best rates of f terest and gilt edged
security. Address,
DAVID SPRINGER,
•Real Estate and Insurance Agt., Royereford, Pa.

T h e Q uarries at F rench Creek.
A new company, composed of Phila
delphia capitalists, has just been formed
who intend to work the Falls of French
T h ursday, April 19, 1888.
Creek granite quarries to their utmost
capacity. Operations will'commence
KllMS:—$1.25 PER YEAR, TN ADVANCE.
to-day to fill a large contract for Bel
gian blocks, with which to pave the
This paper has a larger circulation streets of Philadelphia.
n this section o f the county than any
ither paper published. As an adver
M atrim ony.
tising medium the “ Independent" ranks
At his residence in Lafayette. N. J.,
among the most desirable papers, having April 12th, by Rev. F. R. S. Huna large and steadily increasing circula sicker, Mr. William A. Reeves, Teller
lion in various localities throughout the in the Clinton, (N. J.) National Bank,
and Miss Claudia, youngest daughter
county.
of the officiating clergyman.
The
It is the aim o f the editor and pub bride’s relatives and acquintances re
lisher to make theIndependent" one of siding in this locality will wish her and
the best local and general newspapers her partner many years of wedded
in the county, or anywhere else, and to bliss.
this end we invite correspondence from
Prohibition Convention.
every section.
High license, or no license, poli
ticians or no politicians, the Prohibi
PERKIOMEN RAILROAD.
tionists of Montgomery’s domain will
We publish the following schedule gratuitously hold a convention at Lansdale next
for the convenience of our readers.
Monday, April 23, to elect delegates
Passenger trains leave Collegeville Station as to the State Convention and one dele
follow s:
gate to the National Convention. In
FOR P H IL A D E L PH IA AND POIN TS SOUTH.
the evening, after the labors of the con
Milk......... .................................................6.47 a. m.
vention are over, Hon. John Lloyd
Accommodation........... .... .-.................. 8.03 a. m.
M arket...................................................... 1.22 p. m. Thomas will deliver an address.

Providence Independent.

A c c o m o d a t i o n ...................................... .7.12p. m .

FO R A LLENTOW N AND P O IN T S NORTH AND WEST.

Mail..................
6.47 a. m.
Accomodation.......................................... 9.14 a. m.
...3.15 p. m.
Market..............
Accommodation.......................................6.47 p. m.
SUNDAYS— SOUTH.

Milk................... . . . . . . . ........'.............6.56 a. m.
Accomodation................ . . - ...................4.46 p. m.
NORTH.

Accommodation.................................... 9.31 a. m.
Milk...........................................................5.41 p. m.

H om e F la sh e s and S tray Sparks
F rom Abroad.
—To “ A Reader” who has volun
teered sundry suggestions : Please
weather-board your backbone with a
shingle and muster enough courage to
give us your name.
—There will be a fireman’s parade-in
Norristown May 12, the occasion of
the dedication of the new house of
Humane Company No. 1.
—Aaron Weikel, ex-Recorder of
Deeds, has.been commissioned a Jus
tice of the Peace of Lower Providence,
to succeed Laurence E. Corson.

D eaths.
John William Casselberry a banker
and prominent citizen of Pottstown
died Sunday morning aged 66 years.
Deceased was born at Evansburg and
was the eldest son of Richard and Eliz
abeth Casselberry. His mother, aged
87, residing in Pottstowe survives him.
Samuel Anders, of near Fairview,
died Thursday night, after an illness of
two months, resulting originally from a
chill. He was about 77 years of age,
and leaves six children all of them mar
ried. His second wife died o'verayear
ago. Mr. AndeTs resided all his life
near Farview and was held in the high
est esteem by a wide circle of friends.
At the time or his death he was one of
the Directors of the First National
Bank of Norristown.

B reak Down.
Last Sunday Mr. John Zimmerman
and wife, of Grater’s Ford, with their
guests, Mr. John Espenship and wife,
of Norristown, were on their way home
from the Reformed church, Trappe.
They had gone but a short distance up
the pike when Mr. Zimmerman had oc
casion to turn around. In doing so a
semi circle not sufficient was described
and as a consequence one of the front
wheels brown down yinder the strain
and the occupants of the carriage were
thrown out. Fortunately no one was
A V aluable H orse Lost.
hurt. Good Samaritan Samuel Pugh
Some time ago Murray Moore held granted the use of his vehicle, and the
a public sale of horses at Gross’ hotel, quartette were conveyed to Grater's
this place, but did not dispose of all Ford safely.
his stock. ' Since then several of his
horses have been quartered at the Col
T h e Sunderland T elephone Co.,
legeville stables. Among the number
Recently organized, have brought out
was one of a pair of stylish black
horses, valued at about $300. Last an improved" instrument superior, for
week the animal suffered an attack of private lines, to anything of the kind
lung fever and died Saturday evening. heretofore in use. In clearness of
sound and accuracy in transmitting the
Sunderland Telephone is far ahead of
Sunday School Organized.
all others. It is comparatively cheap,
A correspondent writes : The Breth the first cost being the only outlay—no
ren’s or Dundard’s Sunday school, of rent, no royalty, no'electricity, no bat
near Mingo, was organized last Sun teries. Once put in working order it
day, April 15, with a fair attendance. lasts for years. Unaffected by atmos
The following officers were chosen to pheric electrical disturbances it works
serve one year : Superintendent, Jesse without interruption in all kinds of
Ziegler ; Assistant Superintendent, S. weather. In fact, it appears to be the
M. Markley ; Female (assistant) Sup- perfection of the telephone for all dist
erientendent, Mrs. B. F. Derr ; Secre ances less than nine miles. If any of
tary and Treasurer, Jacob L. Markley ; our readers desire further information,
our Mr. Sunderland can give it.
Chorister, Miss Katie L. Markley.

An A uctioneer’s Money.
—Ur 8inu8 College is to receive all
M. B. Missimer, the-oldest auctioneer
the inspiration a brass band can afford,
in the near future, if Mr. Meixell meets of Montgomery county, who had fol
with the success that often crowns per lowed that calling for about fifty years,
died at Pottstown last week. A sensa
sistent efforts.
tion was created there Monday by the
—The closing exercises of the Col discovery in one of his old desks of
legeville public school will be held in bonds and stocks amounting to twentyGross’ hall, Saturday evening, April seven thousand dollars. In one roll
28. Of course the patrons of the there was seven thousand dollars in
school will favor the occasion with their bills of $100 each. Something for the
pre'Sence.
heirs, after all !
—S. H. Haliman will sell a lot of
horses, cows, carriages, &c., at public
A L ecture.
sale at his residence, this township,
Rev. J. I. Good, D. D., of Philadel
next Tuesday. See ad v.
phia, will deliver a lecture under the
—In the line of carriage manufac auspices of the Y. M. C. A., in Ursinus
turing and repairing Baldwin is turn College chapel on Tuesday evening
ing out first-class work. Favor him next, April 22, at 3 o’clock. The sub
ject to be handled by the Dr. is not
with your orders.
known at this writing. Many who
—The sidewalk through town, con have heard him heretofore in this local
structed last fall, has proven to be all ity regard him as an interesting talker.
that was expected of it, and nobody re Admission, 20 cents. Reserved seat,
grets the money expended in effecting 25 cents.
so desirable an improvement. Yet, it is
not quite wide enough for a promenade
An Apron B azaar.
of three abreast, especially if the trio
An apron bazaar will be held in the
be ladies.
—Neighbor Blanchford’s improve school house belonging to St. James’
ments^ will certainly greatly enhance Episcopal church at Evansburg, on the
the appearance of the property be pur afternoons and evenings of Thursday,
chased last winter. And by the way, Friday and Saturday, April 26, 27 and
Blanchford is doing a lively furniture 28. Supper will be provided on Thursday from 5 to 7 o’clock for 25 cents
business.
each. The bazaar will be under the
—-D. L. Rambo’s singing class, that management of the Church Guild and
meets in Washington hall, Trappe, deserves the patronage of all the friends
every Monday evening, is progressing of the.Guild and of the church.
finely, and much interest is taken in
the art of vocal music.
T h e W re n ’s Coming.
—The Item says : “If Schwenksville
Oliver W. Wren, the celebrated
wishes to keep apace with the world it
must be incorporated into a borough.” comedian, vocalist and comic deline
Nothing like speaking right out in ator, supported by the Wren Combin
meeting, brother. Can’t you give us a ation, will give a pleasing dramatic and
musical entertainment in Gross’ Hall,
lift in the direction of the old depot ?
this place, on Thursday evening, April
—Mr. Alderfer, proprietor of Perki- 26. The entertainment will be given
omeu Bridge hotel, is making bis usual under the auspices of the P. O. S. of
preparations to accommodate the pat A., No. 267, this place, and, from what
we are.able to learn, conclude that the
rons of that popular summer resort.
event will be quite a pleasing one to all
—Kulp has just laid in a new stock who will favor the same with their
of spring cassimeres, new styles, which presence. Tickets 25 and 35 cents.
be is selling cheap. Also a good as
sortment of cashmeres and spring
T h e Y. P . A.
shawls, different colors, cheap.
The
ne^t
literary meeting of the Y.
—Samuel Custer’s hotel at SpringP.
A.,
will
be
held in the lecture room
house was destroyed by fire at an early
hour Thursday morning. A defective of St. Luke’s Reformed church, Trappe
flue was the cause. Insured in the Un Tuesday evening, April 24, at 7^o’clock.
A. W. Bomberger Esq., will deliver a
ion Mutual Company for $5,000.
eulogy on the life of Washington Irving.
—A. Stauffer has succeeded Thomas There will also be select readings from
Lownes as blacksmith and general job Irving by members and friends of the
ber at Ironbridge. Mr. Stauffer, who Association, so that the memory of
resided in this section y. ars ago, America’s foremost literary genius will
thoroughly understands blacksmithing be refreshened in the minds of all who
attend the next meeting'of the Y. P. A.
in all its branches. See adv.
Mr, Bombergers effort will deserve a
—Neighbor Geo. Yost, Sr., is pre full house.
paring for his spring trade in agricul
tural implements.
Dow n Came the Barn.
—You should just see wbat a beauti
On Thursday evening Mr. Joseph L.
ful shade, mounted on spring rollers, Phillips of Norriton and several of his
you can get at Kulp’s store. Grater’s men finished milking about the usual
Ford, tor little money. He has re time and left the stable. Mr. Phillips
ceived a new lot—come early so as to had just shut the door and taken a few
have a good assortment from which to steps away when, without the slightest
make selection.
warning, the whole gable end of the
barn caved in with a crash. Mr. Phil
A Jo b T h a t M akes th e Recorder lips says he couldn’t have counted ten
Smile.
from the time he left, the stable until
Recorder of Deeds Benjamin Thomas that end of the building fell. There
received on Friday for record a mort were ten cows in the stable, and they
gage for a hundred millions of dollars were penned in by the fall, about half
and three bonds under it for less of them being severely injured, but
amounts, given by the Philadelphia none fatally. There were no horses in
and Reading Coal and Iron Company that part of the barn. As soon as pos
to the Company for Insurance on Lives sible the cattle were got out and the
and Granting Annuities of Philadel injured ones given attention. A hasty
phia. The mortgage covers five hun examination of the ruins showed no de
dred closely printed pages, and for its fect in the building, and the conclusion
entry on the records four books of five is forced that it fell on account of the
hundred pages each will be required.' foundations becoming weakened by age.
The amount of transcribing involved ; The barn may have-to be entirely re
will be enormous.
i built.

Personal.
J. W. Grubb, of Freemansburg,
Northampton county, was in town over
Sunday, visiting bis mother and sister
who reside on School street. Mr.
Grubb is an employe of the Lehigh
Valley Railroad Company.
John Weikel, of Crooked Hill, near
Pottstown, was in town Monday and
paid this office a brief visit. Mr.
Weikel-formerly resided at Trappe.
Mrs. Elizabeth Johnson, of Setzler’s
Store, Chester county, visited friends
here and at Trappe, Tuesday.
J. D. Sallade, the well-known watch
maker and jeweler, and W. A. Bunt
ing, of Norristown, drove up from the
Hub last Thursday. The object of the
latter gentleman’s visit was to secure
the co-operation of a number of citi
zens in the matter of establishing tele
phonic connections with the capital
and with Schwenksville and Harleysville. The line proposed is to extend
from Norristown to Harleysville, via.
this place and Schwenksville. This
town will communicate by means of the
telephone with some parts of creation
outside of its limits ere long, no doubt.
Republican Convention.
The Republican County Convention
was held at the Court House, Norris
town, Tuesday forenoon. Nominations
were made for National and State dele
gates. Before a ballot was taken a
letter was presented to the convention
withdrawing the name of Wharton
Barker. Mr. Barker observed that a
swelling tide had set against him and
preferred to back out in time to save
himself from a ducking. His letter was
a manly straightforward epistle. There
is good deal of the man in that man
Barker.
The withdrawal of Mr.
Barker led Miller of Pottstown to do
likewise, leaving the course clear for
Busier, who was elected National dele
gate by acclamation amid the wild
shouts of the Blaineites and the little
satellites of the big bosses. The ballot
for State delegates resulted in the
election of the following gentlemen :
Charles H. Stinson, H. R. Bossert,
Jonas M. Boorse, J Arthur McFar
land, Chas. F. Corson. It is claimed
that two are for Mitchell, two for Gor
don, and one in doubt for Supreme
Judge. Resolutions of grave import
ance were discussed and adopted. Con
gressman Yardley came in for a slice
of adoration for his statesmanship and
patriotism. * * * This district
was ably represented in the conven
tion by Esquires H. W. Kratz, A. D.
Fetterolf and F. G. Hobson, The
lower district was represented by Al
len Mintzer, J. C. Davis and S. K.
Anson.
In the foregoing report we failed to
state that the convention elected J.
Roberts Rambo alternate delegate to
the National Convention.

The barn of Oliver Evans was destroy
ed by fire about the same time that
the packing establishment, was burning
and was ignited by sparks from the fire.
No live stock perished in the barn. The
loss is covered by insurance. Tuts origin
of the fire is unknown.
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A PRIL AND MAY PRICE LIST
^

OF COLLEGEVILLE GREENHOUSES.
Doz

Veuetahlk P lants .

100

1000

Early Cabbage Plants, transplanted, 3 kinds,
10
65 5.00
Cauliflower plants, transplanted, Snowball,
20 1.50
Egg plants, transplanted,
30 2.00
Pepper plants, transplanted, 3
kinds.
18 1 00
Tomato plants, trans., 6 k’ds,
12
75 6.00
Sweet Potato plants, red and
yellow,
30 2.50
Send for eight-page price list free.

A Shocking and Fatal Accident.

ftiîk fp iîla f f e t a l !
[Located on the premises formerly owned by
J . Z. Gotwals, ]4 mile west of Depot, Col
legeville. ]

M E N T OF F A C T S I N EEKeeley, a young man aged about 19
GARD TO OUR IM M E N SE
years, met with a horrible death at
— S T O C K OF —
James Lees & Sons’ mills in Bridgeport
at about 12 45 o’clock on last Thursday
GREENHOUSE AND BEDDING PLANTS :
VEGETABLES I
Coleu?, assorted, 2% in. pots, 5c. each ; 50c.
afternoon. The young man was employ
doz.; $4.00 per 100. Geraniums, assorted, 3%
ed in mill No. 4, on the top floor in the
in. pots, 10c. each ; $1.00 doz.; $7.00 per 100**.
reeling department where he bad charge
Verbenas, assorted, 2% in. pots, 3c. each ; 50c. In addition to growing plants and vegetables, I
of several twisting machines. I t was For the Spring and Summer Trade of ’88, con doz ; $4.00 per 100. Moon ¿''lower, popular sum
have opened a
mer vine, 15c. to 30c. Roses, teas and hardy,
bis duty to keep the machine in order,
sisting of a splendid assortment of
fine stock, 20c. to 50c. Petunia, double fringed,
especially the belts of which there are
purple and white, fine, 10c. to 35c. Begonias, 25
kinds, from 6c. to $1.00. A n' immense stock of
a number. One of these became dis Dress Goods, Ginghams, Calicoes,
other plants grown, at equally low prices.
placed,' so as to require extensive re
iSF" Over 4,000 feet of glass devoted to raising
Shirtings,
Table
Linen,
&c.
•Now is the time to lay in a good stock of
pairs. These had been nearly complet
plants alone.
Garden, Field" and Flower Seeds, and this is the
Lawn Mowers, very low, ask for prices ; Gar place to get them fresh and pure. I do not handle
ed when George mounted a step ladder
den, Field and Flower Seeds ; Galvanized Wire worthless seeds. I will give you as much for
to finish his work. Almost the next
Netting, 1ft. to 6 ft. wide ; Garden Im plem ents; your money as any other seedsman in the county.
instant George’s fellow workmen were
Mixed Bird Seed, Lawn Grass Seed and "White
t3F°The purest seeds do not compete in price
For Suitings for men and boys.
Clover Seed ; Wire Trelises, Bulbs, &c. All or with what are known to the trade as “ cheap
horrified at seeing him thrown rapidly
ders
by
mail
and
those
left
with
the
Collegeville
about in the air. He dropped to the GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS Neckwear, Bakers will receive prompt attention and be de seeds.” The county is flooded with such which
are either reduced in cost by adulteration or by
floor, torn, bleeding and mangled. He
Cuffs, Buttons, Scarf Pins, Lace Pins, Rings, livered free, on their routes.
defects in their purity or growing qualities, the
&c.
HORACE
RIMBY,
was still living and seemed to be in
latter being generally the case. Such seeds will
Florist,
Seedsman
and
Vegetable
Plant
Grower,
a l w a y s prove dear at any price, because a waste
a state of semi consciousness. Dr. C. Ju st received a large and carefully selected l m a r
C o l l e g e v il l e , P a .
of time, loss cf labor and no crop follows.
H. Mann was sent lor. He arrived soon
- My aim and ambition is to supply my custom
stock of the latest styles in
after and administered to the fatally
ers with the best that can possibly be produced.
PUBLIC SALE OF
My increasing trade is the best evidence that
wounded man. Both legs were torn
my efforts are appreciat-ed.
off below the knees, the right arm pull
Plant quotations will be given later.
ed from the socket and the body other
Orders by mail and those left at Collegeville
s
Drug Store, will receive prompt attention.
wise bruised and cut. He lived but a Which we are selling at prices consistent with
Yours truly,
Will be sold at public sale on TUESDAY,
short time. George resided with hit
the times.
APRIL 24, ’88, at the residence of the sub
parents in the large brick house on the
scriber on road leading from Collegeville to
F zed erick F rizer,
East side of DeKalb street below Wash Glassware, Woodenware, Queensware, Phcenixville, near the latter place, 10 head of
good
young
horses,
ranging
from
4
to
7
years
ington. Comparatively little is known
Seedsman,
Grower o f Vegetables and
Hardware, Floor and Table Oil
old, good size and color. Among,
of the family which moved into Norris
the
number
is’
a
bay
pacing]
Vegetable Plants,
Cloth, Windoiv Shades, Wall
town only two weeks ago from Oswego,
horse, 6 years old, warranted"
sound and a perfect family beast, 16feb8m
New York.
Paper. The best Rubber
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
and show s' considerable speed.
Also 20
head of cows, fresh and springers, direct from
Paints
a
Specialty.
F R O M G R A T E R ’S FO R D .
York county, Pa., selected by myself to suit
this market. Also at the same time and place YTOTICE 1
Our schools closed last week. The
will be sold about 15 new carriages—fallingtops,
primary closed on Tuesday and the
jump-seats ; express wagons ; ¿"skeleton wagon
The annual meeting of the members of the
in good order. Sale at 1 o’clock. Conditions
Grammar on Wednesday. The teach
Perkiomen Valley Mutual Fire and Storm In
by
SAMUEL HALLMAN.
ers did good work and we think, tak
surance Company of Montgomery County will
Always the best. Raising, Peaches, Prunes, J. G. Fetterolf, auct. M. V. Detwiler, clerk.
be held at Perkiomen Bridge Hotel, College
ing the term in general, they did very- Currants, Canned Goods, &c., in fact everything
Also a lot of shoats.
ville, in said county, on Monday, May 7th, 1888,
good work.
between one and three o’clock, p. m., for the
that is kept in a well stocked country store.
purpose of electing thirteen Managers to serve
RIVATE SALE OF
Samuel Cassel removed with his
for the ensuing year. The Board of Managers'
Yours Respectfully,
family to Norristown on Wednesday
will meet at same plaee at 10 o’clock, a. m.
H. W. KRATZ, Secretary.
last. Mr. Cassel expects to engage in
In d ia n a H orses.
Trappe, April 12,1888.
St
selling feed, &c.
The undersigned arrived at his stables, Lim
erick Square, WEDNESDAY, APRIL 11, with
The Republicans of Perkiomen town
another car load of Indiana horses. pER K IO M EN TALLEY
ship met at Alderfer’s hotel on Satur
¿MjrfZTGood colors, good action and style. A
day evening last for the purpose of
* j ^ T j l o t of first-class horses, suitable for
■—- ° ” *all purposes. Come and examine them.
electing delegates to send to-the county
Building and Loan Association.
Horses for the city market taken in exchange.
convention, which was held at Norris
I.
T.
MILLER.
A new or fourth series will be started on
T H E OLD STAND
town on Tuesday last. The following
MONDAY EVENING, MAY 7 , ’88. For shares
and other information apply to any of the Direc
were elected as delegates : C. J. Bucktors, or
JOHN D. PRIZER, Treasurer,
FOR SALE !
ley, of Ironbridge ; Warren R. Rahn,
Schwenksville, Pa.
of Grater’s Ford ; Thomas Zendt, of
A. D. FETTEROLF, Secretary,
The
most
elegible
building
lots
in
College
12ap4t
Collegeville, Pa.
Schwenksville.
The undersigned has re-opened the the old (Fry) ville for sale. Apply, to J. W. SUNDERLAND.
Houses
and
Lots
for
sale
in
Collegeville.
The post-office has changed hands.
Store Stand in upper part of Trappe, with a
J. W. SUNDERLAND.
^ O T IC E !
It is now in charge of Fuss and Grater.
full variety of Store Goods and is pre
Kulp the merchant has been very
FOR SALE !
pared to accommodate the public
All trespassing upon the premises of the un
busy for several weeks past. Besides
dersigned, in Lower Providence, Is hereby strictly
in the best manner.
delivering furniture, &c., in the im
Perkiomen First Mortgage o per cent. Rail forbidden. Trespassers will be dealt with ac
road Bon<|s, in sufhs from $100 up to thonsands. cording to law.
mediate neighborhood, he sent one load
JERRY MULVEY.
Interest payable quarterly at any ticket office 5malm
to Pottstown and another to Norris
along the road. These bonds are the best secur
town last week.
ed and the most convenient investment now on
QTRIKE COMMENCED !
the market.
J. W. SUNDERLAND,
CALICOES,
Fuss & Grater received the first car DRESS GOODS,
Collegeville, Pa.
load of lime for this season last week.
MUSLINS,
GINGHAMS,
I have decided to make a reduction in my
prices (from April 2,1888,) for shoeing. I wilt
H. H. Yellis, contractor, received
TABLE LINENS,
TRIMMINGS,
put on four new shoes, all hand-made, of any
^ STAUFFER,
two car loads of lumber this week,
EDGINGS, &c.
style desired, for $1.20 per set.
which he intends using in the erection
W. B. LOGAN, Yerkes Station, Pa.
Groceries
in
assortment,
best
qualities,
all
the
(SUCCESSOR TO THOMAS L O W N ES,)
of a bay house and creamery, which time.
are to be erected at this place this
J^EW BLACKSMITH AT
spring.
xx.
Q u een sw are

SEED S, PL A N T S !

DRY GOODS!

SEED

E IP O R IU I!

CLOTHS and CASSIMERES

SHOES

p

HATS,

Horses. Cois, Carnaje , k

■

P

1 Im ita te « ,

R E -O PE N E D !

Dry Goods and Groceries

BlacM Ii, Horse Star & IM Jollier

Mr. W agner H eard From .
M r . E d it o r : Your contributor last
week on “ High License” could, truth
fully have added that never before has
there , been such an incentive to un
licensed liquor selling as there will be
when the Brook’s High License law is
in full operation. Because of fewer
bar-rooms, the sales of any one will be
larger than in the past, the profits
greater, and, in consequence, violations
of the law in respect to selling without
license will be more numerous. I t mat
ter not what restrictive laws may be
passed, so long as there exists the de
sire for liquor and the willingness and
ability to pay for it oh the part of a
considerable number of consumers—So
long alcoholic stimulants will be a
commodity in trade.
Under high
license, even as now, there will not be
wanting men jphose consciences are far
too weak to resist the temptation to
gratify their love of gain, when that
may be done so easily as byjselling on
the quiet ; the cupidity and craftiness
of those willing to sell, abetted by the
desire and stealth of those willing to
buy, (if, indeed, any secrecy be needed)
will prove more than a match for the
combined vigilance of licensed dealers
and local police authorities. So much
against “ High License” ; but how
about Prohibition ? Your contributor
is evidently a Prohibitionist : he sees
in Prohibition a panacea for moral ilk
-as varied and numerous as the aches
which “ Warner’s Remedies” are to
cure ; but will it do so long ? Can he
prove that the establishment of Prohi
bition will improve the condition of the
working classes ? And its corollary,
that with the enforcement of Prohibi
tion shall come a change in social con
ditions which will favor, instead of re
tard, as those conditions do now, the
cultivation among the masses of a
higher standard of morality and a
truer sense of religious duty ? Can he
show that Prohibition is a question of
economics ? I am ready to discuss
this question either through these
columns (if Mr. Editor consents) or at
a public meeting, just as Mr. Freed
chooses.
C h a s . A. W a o s e r .
28 N. 11th Si., Phila.

— A ND —

C rockery w a re

IRONBRIDGE, PENNA.

Large Assortment, latest styles ; Earthenware.
Hardware—Forks, Rakes, Shovels,Spades, &c., &c., &c.
----- IN-----

New Shoes per set, $1.25. Hand-made Shoes
at corresponding figures. Moving Shoes, per
set, 35 cents. Four wheels set for $1.50. All
kinds of light and heavy work done in the beet
possible manner. All work guaranteed. Mill
Picks sharpened and warranted. Give me a
call.
19ap6m

Boots & Shoes

S P E C IA L L O T

For men, women and children, we defy compe-.
tition in styles, prices and qualities. Examine
our stock before making your purchases.

F . B . R U SH O N G ,
TRAPPE, IPA.

S P R IN G T A L K

RAHN STATION !
C. J. BUCKLEY calls the attention of the pub
lic to his stock of SPRING GOODS :
Every department of the store well stocked.
Goods arriving daily ; prices lower than ever.
BOOT AND SHOE DEPARTMENT.
Gum Boots, best makes, Cander, Woonsoket,
and Celebrated Duck, $2.50 per pair.
Men’s Gum Shoes, best make,
50e. per pair
Boys’
’“
“
40c.
“■
Ladies
“
“
35c.
“
Children’s “
“
30c.
“
Men’s French Calf Shoes, in Button, Lace or
Congress, $2.50 per pair, sold elsewhere at $3.
Men’s Medium Weight Calf Shoes, from $1.25 to
$2.00 per pair.
Men’s Every day Plow Shoes, $1.00 to $1.25 per
pair.
The above grades are all first-cl ass and bar
gains at the price. We bought them direct
from the manufacturers, and can save you the
middle man’s profit.
LADIES’ AND CHILDREN’S SHOES.
Ladies’ Peb. Button, Solid, $1.25, worth $1.75.
Ladies’ Kid, Hand-worked Button Holes, $2.00,
worth $2.50.
Misses’ Morocco, Hand-worked Button Holes,
$1.65, worth $2.00.
Children’s Solar Tip Shoes, in all sizes, Spring
Heel and Common Heel, 25 per cent, less
than regular price.
Infant Shoes, 40c., worth 50c.
Better ones, 70c., worth $1.00.
DRY GOODS DEPARTMENT.—This depart
ment is filled with seasonable things : Ladies’
Suitings, Creapelines, Seersuckers, Dress Ging
hams, Wool Stripes and Plaids, Ladies’ Kid
Gloves, Silk Gloves, Lisle Thread Gloves, Mus
lins, Sheeting’s, Bleached and Unbleached, at
wholesale prices.
Have you visited our Queensware, Glass
ware and Tinware Department !—Second floor,
rooms No. 1 and 2. Our Hardware and Grocery
Department is well stocked with everything you
want or can think of. Men’s Spring. Hats, lat
est styles and shapes. We have a large invoice
of seed potatoes coming direct from Prince Ed
ward Island, which we will sell by the barrel or
bushel. Garden Seeds of all kinds,* in bulk or
packages, Liverpool Salt by# the car load ;
Coarse and Fine Cement/ Calcine Plaster, Sand,
Paints, Oils, Putty, Glass (any size cut to or
der), Rims, Shafts, Spokes, &e., &c.

L ansdale’s Blaze.
Among the interesting features of the
The three-story brick and frame steam
power slaughter-house and packing April issue of North's Philad'a Musical
establishment of Samuel Effrig, at Journal is an article headed “Music for
Lansdale, was destroyed by fire Wed-- the Masses,” which gives an insight to
nesday night of last week. The adjoin a method of musical notation which can
ing buildings were three ice houses, easily be acquired by any person, thus
wagon sheds, and boiler house. Ofthese making musical education as universal
all fell a prey to the flames with the as the reading and writing of. our
exception of one ice bouse. Nearly the language. Other articles of interest to
entire contents of the different buildings musical people included in this issue
C. J. B U C K L E Y ,
went up in smoke. The town is with are “ Hints to Ballad Singers,” No. 3,
Rahn Station, Pa.
out a fire department, and, as a matter by Emma C. Hewitt; “ Singing Megato” P. O. Ironbridge.
of course, nothing could be done to stay No. 2, by John Howard, and a Musical
the progress of the Are, which was not story “ Signor Gardelli’s Chorister.” by
AFFLICTE1MIINF0RTUNATE
discovered until after it was beyond Mabel Eugenie Moore, and the usual
A F T E R A L L O T H E R S F A IL C O N S U L T
control of a fire company. There is an instalment of musical news, and discus
insurance of $33,000, which will cover sion of other subjects beneficial to
the whole loss. The carcahses of thirty - teachers, pupils and all musical inclined
3 2 9 N. 15th St., below Callowhlll, Phil«., Pa.
20 y ea rs’ experience in all S p e c ia l diseases. Perma
six hogs and several cows, killed and people. Single copies, 10 cents. Ad
nently restores those weakened by early indiscretions
Call or write. Advice free and strictly confiden
hung in the jefrigator, were amongst j dress North's Masical Journal, 1308 , Ac.
tial. H ours: 10a. m. till 2, and 7 to 10 evenings,
the contents of the burned building. I Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
49~Send Stamp for Book,

— o p—

DRESS GOODS!
We open to-day an elegant line of New Dress
Goods. The most desirable styles wo have
ever shown, some of which came from a
large sale in New York and are very
much under th e regular prices.
THESE GOODS ARE

OF THE FIN ER QUALITIES !

FORGEDALE I
The undersigned has taken possession of the
well-known blacksmith shop (occupied during
recent years by Abner Johnson) near Yerkes
Station, and is fully prepared to do every de
scription of blacksmith work, including horse
shoeing and repairing of all kinds of machinery,
carriages, wagons, &c. All work done in the
best manner and at reasonable prices.
29mrlm
CHARLES HEYER.

FO R RENT !
A house with four rooms, one mile east of
Mont Clare. Apply to
SAMUEL P. GRIFFIN, Yerkes P. O.

UOR SALE !
1000 bundles of cornfodder; 15 tons of
mixed hay. Apply to L. E. PENNINGTON,
Near Areola.
Hopkin’s Farm.

p O R SALE I
A falling-top carriage, good as new to be
sold very cheap for want of use. Apply to
DR. B. F. PLACE,
Collegeville, Monday and Tuesday.

MEDIUM AND LOW PRICED.
One lot of Small and Medium Cheeks—a real
bargain at 14c. per yard, never sold under 20c.

p O R SALE !

One lot Cloths—choice styles; price 40c., have
been 50c.

A Brewster Side-bar Top Buggy in first-class
order, made by W. H. Blanchford. Apply at
THIS OFFICE.

One lot of the finest quality Small' Checks, all
wool, 1}4 yds. wide, at $1.00 per yard ; have
been sold In Philadelphia this season a t $1.50
per yard.

M O R G A N W R IG H T ,
K E Y S T O N E ST O R E ,
April 12, ’88.

B
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NORRISTOWN, PA.
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T
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----- AND-----

= SH O ES =
-------AT TH E-------

OR SALE I
A bright bay mare, well built, 8 years old,
a splendid driver, perfectly quiet and fearless of
steam, will worfc anywhere ; a jump-seat car
riage, nearly new ; also a parlor stove with
heater, cooA; stove or range with or without
water baefe. Apply at Collegeville Roller Mills,
or at my residence. E. PAIST, Collegeville, Pa.

p O R SALE !
A good falling-top carriage and an extra
strong sulftey in excellent order. Both vehicles
will be sold very cheap. Apply at
THIS OFFICE.

p O R SALE OR RENT !
A small house and lot in Collegeville. Ap
ply to
DR. JAMES IIAMER.

The undersigned invites your attention to his
large stock of
Men’s and Boys’, Ladies’ and Children’s Boots,
Shoes and Slippers.
I can show you as good a stock of all kinds of
Fine Shoes as you wish to see and at prices
which can’t be beat.

Freed’s Celebrated Shoes

W ANTED !
Four or five good CARPENTERS for the sum
mer. Steady work and'good wages. Apply to
or address
J. B. GREGER,
Oaks Station, Perkiomen R. R.

RANTED !

For Men, Boys, Women and Children for every
Energetic men who are willing to work, and
day wear ; have a larger stock of them than
can be found elsewhere, and at prices which I who desire steady and profitable employment.,
defy competition. Also Shoe Laces, Buttons taking orders for strictly first-class Nursery
and Fasteners ; Shoe Brushes, Blacking and Stock, on salary or commission, payable weekly,
Dressing. Please call and examine before pur should write at once for terms to
E. O. GRAHAM,
chasing.
•
N urseryman ,
Rochester, N . Y.

_A
_. W- LOUX,

I ronbridge ,

RAHN STATION, PA.

gST A T E NOTICE !
Estate of Laurence E. Corson, late of Lower
Providence, Montgomery .county, deceased.
Letters testamentary on the above estate hav
ing been granted to the undersigned, all persons
indebted to the said estate are requested to make
immediate payment, and those having claims
to present them without delay to
MARY F. CORSON, Executrix,
Or to her attorney,
Collegeville P.O., Pa.
George N. Corson,.Norristown.
mar8

J

Practising

Department of Agriculture.

SPEAR,

W. ROYER, M. D-,

Veterinary Surgeon !

Physician*
T R A P P E , PA,

Office at his residence, nearly opposite Masonic
Hall.

GRATER’S FORD, PA.
The strictest attention given to all cases en
trusted to my care.
lia p

BONEDUST AND SUPER-PHOS
PHATE.

Super-phosphate is bone rendered
soluble by the aid of an acid, and has
'* *
WITH W; II! BLANCIIORD,
been largely used in order that more
Practising Physician*
P A P E R H A N G ER,
immediate effects may be obtained than
E VA NSB URO, PA
could
he secured by the use of undisCOLLEGEVH/LE, PA. Estimates furnished
and paper supplied.
2feb
.solved bone. According to experiments
Office Hours:—until 9. a. m., 7 to 9 p. m.
conducted at the Pensyluania State
U A. KRUSEN, M. D.,
College Agriculture Station by the di
JO S E P H S T O N E ,
rect application of bone in several forms
C A R P E T W E A V E R to wheat, oats and grass it lias been
COLLE0 E V IL L E H O TE L,
demonstrated that the solubility of bone
COLLEGE VILLE, PA.
(Formerly Beard House.)
or
super-phosphate depends upon the
Office Hours ¡—Until 9 a. m. ; 1 to 3 p. m. ;
Rag Carpet woven to order in any style desired. character of the soil upon which the
6 to 8 p. m.
25augtf
Satisfaction guaranteed. Good Rag Carpet tor
sale at reasonable prices.
fertilizers may be applied. There are
O IL B. F. PLACE,
three forms of phosphoric acid, soluble
insoluble and reverted. The first is that
rjA V ID SPRINGER,
"
M a in S t ., R oyersford , P a .
which only slowly dissolves, as rock
D E N T I S T ! !
phosphate,
bone, etc. The second dis
NOTARY PUBLIC,
86 E. Airy Street, NORRISTOWN, Pa. Branch
solves
readily
in water. The third is
Office : COLLEGE VILLE, Monday and Tues
day. Gas administered.
that which lias been rendered soluble
but which becomes soluble again by
AND LOAN BROKER:.
CH EA PEST DENTIST IN NORInsurance placed for one, three or five years in uniting with substances already in the
D RISTOWN, PA.
the largest and most reliable Stock Companies, soil.
According to the experiments
at best rates. No assessments. Life and Acci
mentioned reverted phosphoric acid is
dent Insurance policies a specialty.
28aply
found to be more soluble than the so403 W. Marshall St .,C o r . A stor ,
called
insoluble acid, since while it will
JJ
H.
YELLIS,
NORRISTOWN, PA. (Formerly of Boyertown.).
not
dissolve
readily in solutions of cer
Teeth extracted without pain by the use of
Pure Nitrous Oxide Gas, Ether, &c. Also the
tain
salts
(notably
ammonium citrate)
Carpsnter « and « Builder*
new process for freezing the gums a miracle.
which
have
little
or
no action on sub
English and German spoken.
(ptap4-88
GRATER’S FORD, PA.
Estimates for work furnished upon applica stances containing the acid in the solu
tion and contracts taken. All orders will re ble form. It is concluded that the solu
TJ M. BROWNBACK,
ceive prompt attention. All kinds of mill work
constantly on hand, such as window frames, ble phosphoric acid shows no superior,
doors, sashes, mouldings, etc. Will be home
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW , two days in a week* namely TUESDAY and ity over the less soluble forms upon
FRIDAY, to attend to my customers. My soils containing much lime, as the
prices defy competition. Come and learn my
No. 8 AIRY STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA.
soluble acid is qbickly converted into
12jan6m
Jun.25-lyr. prices before you look elsewhere.
the reverted form. When the soil is
manured with ground bone or ground
rpiG ER HOTEL,
gDW ARD E. LONG,
4th and Vine Sts., Philadelphia. phosphate rock each minute particle
remains where the operations of tillage
J . W . PLA CE, Proprietor.
A tto r n e y -a t-L a w ,
left it, and when a quantity is applied
This old and popular hotel still furnishes the
No. 4 PENN STREET, TWO DOORS ABOVE best accommodations for man and beast. The and mixed with the upper three or four
SWEDE, NORRISTOWN, PA.
bar always supplied with the best liquors and inches of soil ( weighing millions of
cigars.
5aply
pounds) the particles of phosphate are
0 TYSON KRATZ,
left
comparatively far apart. If a rootlet
gUNDAY PAPERS.
should grow near a particle it would bé
Attorney - at - Law,
The different Philadelphia Sunday papers will utilized, but if not it would be dissolved
311 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA.
be delivered to those wishing to purchase along and slowly distributed by the soil water.
the line of Collegeville, Freeland and Trappe,
¡¡SF“ Philadelphia business also attended to.
The phosphoric acid may be again re
every Sunday morning,
R esidence : Lower Providence Township.
verted, but not until spread over a large
HENRY YOST*
12aply
surface,
by which operation nearly the
News Agent,
Collegeville.
whole of the soil will be impregnated
AUGUSTUS W. BOMBERGER,
with the acid. As lime is one of the
principal agents in precipitating the
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW ,
ALL THE TIME, IN
acid, a soil containing much lime will
Br.ACKSTONE B u il d in g , N o. 737 W alnut St .,
not receive the full benefit of an ap
PHILADELPHIA.
Second Floor, Room 15.
plication of soluble acid, as the soluble
Can he seen every evening at his residence,
is reverted ( or changed to insoluble
C o lleg ev ille , Pa.
Dec.l7,lyr.
BRUSHES
again ) by the lime. Hence there is no
SOAPS,
OILS,
advantage in using super-phosphate in
^ D. FETTEROLF,
AXLE
GREASE, preference to ground-bone on limestone
WHIPS,
soils. As a contrast to the limestone
COMBS,
Justice or the Peace
Blankets,
soil is the sandy or peaty soil (that is,
Robes,
G O L L E O E V IE L E Pa.
Lap-Covers if very porous), the soluble acid being
Fly-Nets, leached out by the soil water and earCONVEYANCER and General Business agent.
Will clerk sales at reasonable rates.
All the Best Grades of Working and Driving ried off, and the ground bone is there
COLLARS, at
fore preferable to super-phosphate, as a
J O H N S. HUNSICKER,
smallçr loss would ensue from excess
of moisture. If super-phosphate be ap
Justice of the Peace,
Call and examine our stock and ascertain plied to sandy soils the conclusion is
RAHN STATION, PA.
prices before going .out of your latitude to make that an application of lime at the time
JSjp”Conveyancer and General Business Agent. your purchases. ISF3 Repairing attended to
of applying the super-phosphate would
Clerking of Sales attended to. Charges reason promptly. The best material used.
able.
27jan5£iF“IIeadlight Oil, Cigars and Tobacco.
be an advantage, as it would revert the
insoluble acid, the reverted phosphate
J O H N H. CASSELBERRY.
being finer than the ground bone. The
advantage of considering the nature
mile north of Trappe.)
and quality of the soil in using phos
Surveyor and Conveyancer
T H E B A L D W IN
phates cannot be overlooked, as econ
Sales clerked ; sale bills prepared. Orders by
omy
in the use of fertilizers assist to
mail will receive prompt attention.
Nov8-6m. P. O. Address : Grater’s Ford.
lessen the total cost of growing the
crop.—Philadelphia Record.
J
P. KOONS,
Y. W EBER, M. D.,

W

L. CRATER,

Homeopathic Physician,

Issnrance an! M Estate A p t

1 S . t e e n , D. D. 8, f p f r

- B A R G A IN S -

HARNESS!

Detiiler’s, Upper Proiijence Spare.

J o h n G. D e tw ile r .

Carriage Works!

P ra ctica l S la ter

! 1

(FORMERLY BLANCHFORD’S)

R A H N 'S S T A T IO N Pa.

---- ;-----m

^ ......

THE COW FOR THE CREAMERY.

will probably not be confessed by breed
ers of blooded cattel that among five
to six heifers there will not be oyer one
C O L L E G E V IL L E , PA.
really first-quality cow, but such is
D ealers in
generally the case and with native stock
no better result can be expected.
White and Yellow Pine, and Hemlock
Out of six heifers, judiciously select
i
______
■
;
_________
.
•
__
.
i
.
ed, three of them, as a rule, should be
LUM BER,
profitable milkers, the other three being
.A. T L O W
PRICES:
turned to beef as soon as they slacken
Various grades, dressed and undressed.
seriously in the yield of milk. The loss
WE HAVE A LOT OF ONE AND TWO-HORSE
of the herd, usually computed at ten
£ IIIN G L E S, split and sawed.
per cent, per annum, should be replaced
P IC K E T S , C ED A R AND C H E S T N U T
by such advantageous purchases as op
R A IL S.
portunity presents, and by raising a
WITH FERTILIZER ATTACH VIENT.
few heifer calves from the best cows in
L e h i g h and S c h u y l k i l l
i
a
i" a
♦
n
the herd. To do this I would advise
keeping a Jersey or Guernsey hull, and,
contrary to ordinary advice, I would
prefer a three-quarter to a full blooded
CHILLED PLOWS.
We will sell them at COST, as we need the room they occupy in our
animal if he was out of a good cow and
Warerooms. If you want to buy at a BARGAIN, call and see -us. We need all the space at our
by a good bull that was out of a good command to m$ke room for our OWN Manufactured Goods. I t will afford us pleasure to show
cow. These heifers could be stinted you our stock of New and Improved Threshing Machinery. We feel confident that our Goods will
back to him for two generations, if be please you.
Should you contemplate putting up a WIND PUMP in the early Spring, call and
breeds well. The object in using a high- see us. Will put them up at reduced rates.
C O A L. - - C O AL.
grade instead of a thorough-bred is to
preserve a cou-rseness in the heifer. The
thorough-bred Jersey cow is a larger
C ollegeville, F a .
butter-producer than the grade when
Corn, B ran ,-M id d lin gs,
she is treateil in accordance with the
O ATS, L IN S E E D M E A L,
requirements of her highly nervous
organization. This the practiced breeder
AND CAKE M EAL.
can do, but the average farmer who
Shoemaker’s Phosphate, and others. Harrison’s
JE W E L R Y , SPEC TA C LES 1
makes his living from his cows and is
Town and Country Paint,—second to none in
the
market. Also Harrison’s Rough and Ready
solely dependent upon their butter
Paint,—a cheap durable paint for barns and
yield, cannot afford the special care
fencing.
that the thorough-breeds demand. He
must look to the constitution of the
cow for protection against his careless
AN D TH E B E S T M A K E I N TH E C O U N T R Y FOR K E E P IN G
ness and want of skill. As he pro
AGO UR A T E TIM E.
gresses in practice he will add more
and purer blood to the herd as he finds
Royersford* Montgomery Co. Pa.
it proving profitable.
tsS “ We call special attention to our Large Stocifc of SPECTACLES. Do not fail to call and
would announce to my friends and the public,
One thing the plain dairyman must have your eyes examined free of charge.
that I am now prepared to furnish all kinds of
Marble
Work, at reasonable prices.
bear in mind—that it requires years of
practice to become a profitable breeder
16 E. MAIN STREET, (Opposite Public Square) NORRISTOWN, PA.
of thorougb-breds as well as profit-mak
Of Italian or American Marble or Granite, In
ing dairyman, if either end is ever at
the finest and latest designs.
tained. The science of making money
with thorougb-breds is intimately con
WW1. C. BLACKBURN,
Proprietor.
nected with the art of advertising, and
For Enclosing Burial Lots, of different descrip
the man who - is obliged to make his
tions. Particular attention paid to Mar
fri
td
CT>
ble Work, for the bases of
bread and butter from his cows had
w
p
C -* “
B U IL D IN G S, S T E P S , S IL L S , E T C ., E T C
better not venture too far in that di
y
cx,
►—«♦
rection. The road is strewn with wrecks
All work Guaranteed to give Satisfaction, and
td
<o
w
put up in a workmanlike manner. Any design
while the plain dairy business is lifting
furnished desired on Monuments or Tombstones.
?»
Work can be seen at the yard, or the different
mortgages from farms in every part of
>•
Cemeteries in the neighborhood, that has been
the country.
CO ii.
turned
out at the E n ter pr ise W orks . Call and
V »
VX
see me, and get prices. My expenses are low;
The agricultural press is full of plau
o
fa
therefore I can sell accordingly. My motto:
i-b
&
“ Low prices a n d fa ir dealings,
sible arguments proving the “ generalP4
R ESP E C TFU LL T,
purpose” cow to be a myth. This may
o
be true, but it is well not to be too
C"+
CO
easily frightened. Fine butter and much,
>-i
June8-ly.
CT>
VX
money are made often by purchasing
♦
W
fresh cows of any blood, and a touch of
C O L L E G E V IL L E
Short-horn does them good, stabling
them, feeding a heavy, rich, milk-produring ration, not breeding them to
H E A D Q U A R T E R S j 1 4 4 W . M A I N S treet
the bull, and as they dry up in milk,
enrich the ration with fat forming in F o r S P O R T IN G G oods | N O R R IS T O W N , P a .
gredients and turning them off to the
butcher. This is not orthodox or poetic
dairying ; but there is money in it. I
would say that the best cow for the
begintier who supplies a creamery with
Fresh Bread* Rolls &c.*
milk is a strong, robust animal, with a
fair showing of Jersey or Guernsey
blood in her veins, and a capacity of
EVERY MORNING.
three hundred pounds of butter a year,
I should prefer her not having more
than one-half fancy lilood, and if she
Revolvers, Muzzles, Powder, Shot, Shells, Caps, Wads, &c., Sporting Goods, of every De
could make the three hundred pounds Guns,
scription, Wholesale and Retail. Shells loaded to order. ¡¡t^üT’Re pairing and phoke Boring a specialty.
of butter a year, the more scrub in her
the better.—L. C. Harding, in Rural
Different flavors, during the Season now open
ed. Parties, Pic-Nics and weddings supplied at
New Yorker.
short notice, on reasonable terms.

.A. C -H Z -A JS T C JE

T

B u g g ie s ,

OPEREE WOffi an! REPAIRING

Corn Planters,

Grain Drills,

RemiI*|a]tA pf&'/Jwwfc ffp flp j Jpelpei,

The Roberts Machine Company,

W atches, Silverware,

FLO UR,

Diamonds, Clocks !

ENTERPRISE
American Watches in Diamond Silver Cases for $6. MARBLE W ORKS!
J . D . S A L L A D E ’S

MONUMENTS an! TOMBSTONES,

E A R T E A IF T HOUSE, UOHEISTOWU, PA .

GALVANIZED RAILINGS,

D. Tkeo. Buckwalter.

A Genial Landlord* a First-class Cook, a Courteous Clerk.

BAKERY !

J. H. RICHARD, Prop’r.

IC E CREAM!

W IL L IA M B R IG G S ,

Our Facilities for Executing

A subscriber asks if grape vines
grown from seed will bear fruit with
out grafting the vines. All new var
ieties corns from seed, but the tenden
cy is to revert to the original fox grape,
and it is only one time in a thousand
that something superior is obtained.
If 1,000,000 seeds be planted there will
probably be no two vines therefrom
that will bear fruit of the same kind.
Our present varieties are propagated
by “cuttings” from the vines, hence
all vines of the same variety come'
from a single seed that produces the
original vine of any patiuular variety.

YOUR INTERESTS !

He Raliiie Carnap Worts,

Painter an! Paper Hamer,

' H

—P U R C H A S E S O M E -

MACH INERY

I am asked what, in my opinion, is
Dealer in every quality of Rootling, Flag C O L L E G E V IL L E , F a. the best cow for the creamer)’. In order
ging, and Ornamental Slates. Send for estima
to treat this subject intelligently, let us
tes, and prices.
first understand what is here meant by
J^EWTS WISMER,
the
term creamery. I t is a factory
The management having been in the Carriage
Business a number of years in Philadelphia,
where butter is the chief product made
Practical Slater !
and being accustomed to handling all
from milk furnished by dairymen living
grades of fine work, feels qualified
in the immediate vicinity, and the
Collegeville, Pa. Always on hand roofing
to manufacture every de
slate and slate flagging, and roofling felt. All
creamery
may be run by one individual
scription
of
orders promptly attended to. Also on hand a
large lot of greystone flagging.
as owner who buys the miik, or by co
operation of the dairymen who furnish
J G. T. MILLER.
the milk.
When the creamery is owned by one
" W -A -G -O T S T S 3 <£cO CARPBNTBRand BUILDER*
person the dairymen will furnish milk
TRAPPE PA.
In the be81 possible manner at greatly reduced according to the rules prescribed, look
prices. All new work will be accompanied
Estimates for work furnished upon application,
ing principally to the quantity of the
—LOOK TO—
with a written guarantee to be as repre
and contracts taken. All orders will be attended
supply within these rules. Such a con
sented.
to promptly.
jan.l/85*tf.
dition of affairs will not tend to produce
j^DWARD DAVID,
the now that is the most economic but
ter maker. We will therefore only con
sider the cow best adapted to the use
Will Receive Prompt Attention.
FAIN TER and PAPBR-HANQBR*
“ A penny saved is a penny made.” In buy
of
the dairyman who has a direct inter ing; a fertilizer buy a phosphate that, shows the
COLLEGEVILLE PA.
The patronage of the' public respectfully est in the profits of the creamery, and highest analysis, as poor phosphates cannot pos
solicited, and a cordial invitation is extended to
sibly analyze well. You cannot get ‘‘blood out
S am p les o f P a p er
all to call at
that is the co-operative plan. Taking of a turnip,” nor can you get value out of a
that only shows a comparative, com
Always on hand.
for instance a young farmer with, cap phosphate
mercial value far below its selling prices, which
ital enough to buy his farm and herd, you see is the ease with most fertilizers made.
TSAAC LATSHAW,
but obliged to live on the profits of his
20oc
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
dairy, at what ages and of what blood
should he make his purchases with a Show a commercial value of from $6 to $8 per
ton above the selling price, the State chemist
view to income and gradual improve giving
P A T E N T S
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
it the highest valuation of any made or
Contracts made and estimates furnished, and Caveats and Trade Marks btained, and all Pat ment in the heard ? There should be sold in the State for the price. Therefore buy
where you get the most ior your money. My
all work done guaranteed to give satisfaction,
ent Business conducted for MODERA T E F EE S. no cast iron rules adopted, but he phosphates are honestly made from animal bone,
sajytr
Our office is opposite the U. S. Patent Office, should select .the .best he can find at reliable and lasting,
We have no sub-agents, all business direct,
— MANUFACTURED AND FOR SALE BY—
hence can transact patent business in less time any price with reason. With one man
T W. GOTWALS.
and*at
less
cost
than
those
remote
from
Wash
to help him he could handle a herd of
P A . ington.
J .
YE R R E S ,
Send model, drawing, or photo, with descrip 15 cows and these should be selected
----- butcher and d ealer in -----tion. We advise if pptentable or not, free of with all the discretion he can muster by
LIKFIELD, Mong. Co., Pa.
charge. O ur fee not due till patent is secured.
F. P. FÄRINGER, Ironbridge, agent for Mid
A book, “ How to Obtain Patents,” with refer attending sales and by extended trips
dle Section of Montgomery county. All or
ences to actual clients in your State, county, or
Will serve the citizens of Collegeville and town.
through the country buying a few calves ders entrusted to his care will receive prompt at
Address
C. A. SNOW & CO.*
vicinity every Tuesday and Friday.
ap!6-tf
14oc) Opposite Patent Office, Washington, D. C. wlvep the sire and dam are of superior tention.
excellence. The safest plan is to buy
JJR S. E. D. LACHMAN,
CCRAP IRON !
heifers springing with calves of good ||R S . S. L. PUGH.
pedigree so far as sire and dam are con
TRAPPE, PA.,
The highest cash prices paid for Scrap Cast
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Iron, delivered at the foundry of the
cerned ; but of all tlrings'one should see
Attends
to
laying
out the dead, shroud-making
ROBERTS MACHINE WORKS,
Attends to laying out the dead and shroud
Collegeville, Pa, that their hind feet stand well apart. It Ac.
making. Wax flowers made to order.
16sep 16jun

C a r r ia g e s,

Gristock & Vanderslice,

T O

T riÈ ï’s Animal Brae Plospbatfs !

W m . J. THOMPSON,

:j o b

w o r k

:

are such as to enable us to do strictly First-class work promptly and at reasonable prices. The
Job Work done at the I n d e pe n d en t office favorably compares with that done anywhere In
the County. Favor us with your orders and we will do our best to serve you well.- •

If you have anything to sell and want to sell it and If you want your neighbors and the rest of
mankind to know that you have something to sell and want to sell It—no matter what it Is—

A L) V R R T I S B

—BUTCHER, AND DEALER IN THE BEST—

BEEF,—
V E A L ,=
= M U T T 0N ,=
Visits Collegeville, Trappe, and vicinity on Tues
day, Thursday and Saturday mornings of each
week. Thankful to the public for past favors he
invites,continued patronage. Highest cash price
paid for calves.

W M . J. THOM PSON,
LOWER PROVIDENCE. PA.

—IN THE COLUMNS OF THE—

WILLIAM E, JOHNSON,

^"P R O V ID E N C E
IN D E P E N D E N T ”^
The best advertising medium in the middle section of Montgomery county. Wherever the I n de 
pen dent circulates it is eagerly scanned by interested readers. It is read by at least 3500
people every week, and its circulation is steadily increasing. Money judiciously
invested in an advertisement in its columns will bring you liberal returns.
A public sale of Personal Property advertised in the I n d e pe n d en t
will not fail to attract the attention of numerous neonle
and bring together plenty of buyers. Advertise-

j¡ ^ S U B S C R I B E FOR TH E

Providence Square, Pa.
-------EVERY D ESCRIPTIO N OF-------

H A R N E S,S
Made to order and kept on hand. First-class
material and good workmanship, and
no pains spared to give customers
satisfaction. A full stock
of all kinds of

HORSE

GOODS I !

Including Whips, Blankets, Lap Covers, &e.
By attention to business and by serving my
patrons to the best of my ability, I hope to merit
a share of the public patronage.
27jatily

JA C O B T R IN L E Y ,

Beef,: V eal: an d : Mutton!

W ANTED!
—$1.25 per annum, in advance. You will get the worth of your money and more or less happiness
into the bargain by subscribing and paying for the I n d e pe n d e n t , the paper that stands on its
own bottom and says what it has to say without fear or favor. The I n d e pe n d en t contains all the news -of a local and general nature It can get hold of, and
all opinions worthy of space. If you want a live, wide-awake nineteenth
century local and general newspaper with opinions of its own,
subscribe for the PROVIDENCE INDEPENDENT.

Local and Traveling Salesmen I
To sell our Choice Varieties, of Nursery Stock,
either on salary o r commission; permanent em
ployment to the right men ; no room for lazy
ones ; upright and honest are the ones we are
looking for." Address with references,
MAY BROTHERS, N u r s e r y m e n ,
15dec
Rochester, N. Y,

